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ABSTRACT 
This study addresses the process of knowledge construction experienced by a 
group of students during a graduate education course.  Data sources included 
transcriptions from student interviews, participant-observer notes, and audiotape 
recordings of classroom dialogue.  Analysis of data revealed seven categories of themes: 
exploration, nonparticipation, respect, frustration, congruence, reflection on experience, 
and feelings.  Although the themes overlap, they describe complexities of dialogue as a 
mode of discourse in a formal classroom environment.  Relationship building and the 
necessity of developing a process-orientation to learning were found to be the most 
difficult aspects of learning for students in their attempts to jointly construct knowledge.  
Participants were mindful of the need to create space for one another in order to facilitate 
understanding and create meaning.  Implications for research on dialogue as a mode of 
classroom discourse are discussed, as are implications for practice in formal teaching and 
learning contexts. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
Introduction  
 This study focuses on the process of knowledge construction in a collaborative 
learning environment in which dialogue was the principal mode of discourse.  The 
findings are expected to contribute to literature relating to the social construction of 
knowledge, as well as the growing literature in the areas of collaborative learning and 
dialogue.  Following a brief discussion of social constructionism, collaborative learning, 
and dialogue, this chapter identifies the problem statement, purpose, significance, and 
organization of this study. 
Social Constructionism 
Social constructionism encompasses “the processes by which people come to 
describe, explain, or otherwise account for the world (including themselves) in which 
they live” [parenthesis in original] (Gergen, 1985, p. 266).  Social constructionists are 
interested in the ways that people use words to account for their world, how descriptions 
and explanations reflect political and social circumstances, and how accounts that people 
construct may ultimately benefit some groups at the expense of others (Muehlenhard & 
Kimes, 1999).  Social constructionists discount beliefs that knowledge is produced solely 
from cognitive processes or that knowledge is made apparent chiefly from our encounters 
with the natural world.  They maintain that knowledge is a product of our day-to-day 
interactions with each other; through our discourse and conversation, knowledge is 
created.      
  If our descriptions and explanations are socially constructed, descriptors, and 
what they describe, have no intrinsic correspondence (Cosgrove, 2000).  For 
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Wittgenstein, words acquire their meaning from the ways they are used in what he called 
“language games” (Gergen & Thatchenkery, 1996, p. 364).  These language games 
constitute the actions into which words are spoken (Wittgenstein, 1958).  Words, to 
Wittgenstein, do not have predetermined meaning, rather they have uses, much like tools, 
and their use is in the development of meaning (Shotter, 1993b).       
A social constructionist might argue that there exist many possible interpretations 
concerning a given situation or entity and each interpretation have validity (Burr, 1995).  
The existence of varied interpretations also justifies the notion that knowledge is not 
absolute or unvarying with respect to time and circumstances.  The world, as we know it, 
is “constituted in one way or another as people talk it, write it and argue it” [italics in 
original] (Potter, 1996, p. 98).  Knowledge, therefore, can be thought of as an entity that 
is contextually created between individuals as they go about their daily affairs (Potter, 
1998).  Social knowledge construction is concerned with the processes of how people 
create new meanings and unique understandings.  These meanings and understandings 
are created jointly between people. 
Because our ways of sensing our world are determined largely by cultural, 
historical, and social environments, knowledge is situationally dependent.  Burr (1995) 
wrote that knowledge is socially relative because our values, beliefs, and preferences are 
socially relative.  She said, “Not only are they [ways of understanding] specific to 
particular cultures and periods of history, they are seen as products of that culture and 
history, and are dependent upon the particular social and economic arrangements 
prevailing in that culture at that time” (p. 4).  The background for communicative 
exchanges includes historical events and cultural situations, which help guide their shape 
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and form, but meanings and understandings are social products constructed by people 
while attempting to communicate with one another (Gergen, 1985). 
Social constructionism offers new ways of looking at the world and invites us to 
reconsider prevailing social, political, economic, and moral institutions and the 
assumptions that maintain them (Gergen, 1985).  When contexts frame knowledge, as 
social constructionists maintain, then future societal ends, and the people they serve, can 
be shaped by the constructions of today.  Consideration of how societal processes afford 
advantages to some groups while denying privileges to others is a recurring theme in 
many social constructionist dialogues.  Consistent with the belief that possibilities for the 
future can be created, social constructionism offers the potential for a better world. 
Gergen and Gergen (2000) stressed that a social constructionist understanding 
“will harbor promising potentials for our collective future” (p. 4).  However, they 
cautioned us to be aware of the constructed nature of any knowledge contribution.  For 
example, expressing their belief that certain negative connotations concerning the nature 
of aging in our society have been socially constructed, they stated that their remarks in 
this regard “should not be taken, then, as accurate and objective reports on what is the 
case, but as a way of understanding our world” (p. 4).  A constructionist belief is 
consistent with the idea that any paradigm describing the way the world appears 
(including social constructionism) should be continuously contested, modified, and 
subject to interpretation. 
Shotter (1993a) indicated that social constructionism does not simply reflect an 
“anything goes” attitude (p. 12).  A social constructionist stance, he claimed, like any 
other systematic framework, cannot “transcend the limits on our abilities to make sense, 
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placed upon us by the traditions of argumentation made available to us in our history and 
culture” (p. 12).  Real possibilities for claims to truth are first constructed through social 
conversation and then these new ways of talking give rise to new social relations and 
ultimately new social institutions and structures (Shotter, 1993b). 
 Social constructionism forefronts relational activities and discourse is 
appropriated as the primary activity through which knowledge is generated (Gergen, 
1999).  Because social constructionists question unambiguous correlation between world 
and word, for any unique situation or event, multiple descriptions or explanations are 
considered possible.  Therefore, language does not accurately mirror the world as it is, 
but rather represents common conventions.  Furthermore, these conventions are not static 
and are continually influenced by social processes.  In some ways this opposes our 
conventional use of language, hinged on the assumption that the things described are 
independent of the words used to describe them (Burr, 1995).  For constructionists, 
“language itself provides us with a way of structuring our experience of ourselves and the 
world, and that the concepts we use do not pre-date language but are made possible by it” 
(Burr, 1995, p. 33).  Language and our discourse in relationships function to develop the 
meaning of our world (M. Gergen, 1999b).   
 Burkitt (1999) addressed the significance of social relationships when he 
questioned our traditional ways of thinking relating to human agency.  He said, “This 
notion of agency centers on the figure of a lone individual whose intentions, plans, 
understanding, and control over actions apparently takes place in a world without 
others—at least at the point where these inner deliberations are taking place” (p. 71).  In 
contrast, the world is a place where meanings are developed within all the relationships 
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(internal, external, social, etc.) experienced (Gergen, 1999).  For Burkitt, individuals are 
always interconnected in what they say and do, and activity between people has meaning 
within the context of their relationships. 
Collaborative Learning and Dialogue 
While positioning herself as an educator attempting to be relationally responsive, 
Anderson (1999) discussed ways in which she developed communities of collaborative 
learners which “involves creating learning spaces and processes in which people can 
connect with each other, in which there is a collaborative atmosphere, and in which 
people can be involved in constructing knowledge” (p. 66).  Anderson wrote that to be 
relationally responsible in collaborative learning environments requires inviting others 
into the process, and she did this by creating space for student participation and by 
encouraging students to accept some responsibility for their own learning.  She cultivated 
relationally responsible attitudes by encouraging the practice of what Peters and 
Armstrong (1998) called “Type Three teaching and learning” or collaborative learning (p. 
79). 
In collaborative learning, students learn from and with each other in addition to 
learning from and with their instructor; furthermore, the focus in not on transmitting 
information but on constructing new knowledge (Peters & Armstrong, 1998).  As 
Armstrong (1999) stated, “In collaborative learning knowledge construction occurs as a 
result of shared inquiry into knowledge of individuals in the group and the collective 
knowledge of the group” (p. 13).  Additionally, in Type Three teaching and learning, 
dialogue is the dominant mode of discourse (Peters & Armstrong, 1998).  
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As a mode of discourse, dialogue improves the quality of conversation by 
addressing the process of thought that produces it (Isaacs, 1999).  Dialogue helps produce 
shared meaning and mutual understanding among individuals engaged in conversation.  
Dialogue has the potential to 1) improve the inquiry process among group members, 2) 
help these members proceed to collective action if so desired, and 3) bring about 
constructive social change (Isaacs, 1996).  Furthermore, although dialogue is often 
portrayed as an integral component of the collaborative learning process (Peters & 
Armstrong, 1998; Anderson, 1999), dialogue alone is a valuable communication skill. 
  Schien (1993) claimed that the reason people learn about dialogue is because it 
“facilitates and creates new possibilities for valid communication” (p. 41).  He continued 
by claiming that dialogue is important because effective communication is vital for group 
solution processes. “If problem solving and conflict resolution in groups is increasingly 
important in our complex world,” Schien argued, then dialogue “becomes one of the most 
fundamental of human skills” (p. 41). 
Many authors who have written specifically about collaborative learning have 
emphasized that joint knowledge construction is an outcome of the experience (Imel, 
1991; MacGregor, 1992; Hamilton, 1994; Armstrong, 1999; Bruffee, 1999; Crosse, 
2000).  Other researchers have focused attention on collaborative learners using dialogue 
to engage in meaning creation and to produce knowledge (Tisue, 1999; Alderton, 2000; 
Cotter, 2001; Naujock, 2002; Osborne, 2003; Merrill, 2003).  Five of the these research 
studies focused on the processes experienced by college students (Armstrong, 1999; 
Crosse, 2000; Alderton, 2000; Cotter, 2001; Merrill, 2003), and three of these 
researchers, Armstrong, Crosse, and Alderton, gathered data relating to the perspectives 
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held by graduate students taking university courses. (Alderton’s research has special 
significance to this study because both focused on the same group of graduate students.)  
Although five of these studies briefly addressed knowledge construction, none 
was specifically focused on the social construction of knowledge experienced by the 
respective course participants.  However, these studies emphasize the importance of 
social communicative activities and they invite further research into these areas.  The 
present study helps extend the research into social communicative activity by exploring 
how a specific group of collaborative learners experienced the process of knowledge 
construction.  
Problem Statement 
 Although there exist an abundance of scholarly work concerning social 
constructionism, little research has been conducted that specifically addresses accounts of 
this process.  Furthermore, a recent literature search failed to identify any research from a 
social constructionist perspective that investigated how adults construct knowledge via 
dialogue in a collaborative learning environment.  This study is an attempt to help reduce 
this specific gap in knowledge.  Assuming that knowledge is socially constructed calls 
into question the belief that what we come to know is simply the result of 1) our behavior 
in response to external stimuli, 2) our cognitive processes, or 3) some blend of the two.  If 
much of what adults come to know, and how they come to know it, is dependent on and 
inseparable from, social relationships and group interactions, research in this area is 
needed. 
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Purpose 
The purpose of this research was to explore how a particular group of adult 
learners constructed knowledge.  Two research questions guided the study.  The first 
research question is, How do group members construct knowledge?  Data was collected 
to provide specific accounts of how group members understood and recognized 
constructed knowledge and the knowledge construction process.  Participant interviews 
were the primary data source and provided insight into how these students perceived the 
process of group knowledge construction.  Participant-observer notes and audiotape 
classroom discussions served as supplemental data sources. 
The second research question is, What are the similarities and differences between 
joint and individual knowledge construction?  Data related to this question concern the 
relationship (if any) between how members of a group individually construct knowledge 
and how the group as a whole constructs knowledge.  According to Peters and Armstrong 
(1998) “in a collaborative learning experience, individuals learn and the group learns” (p. 
76) and the knowledge constructed by the group is collectively held by the group.  Like 
the first research question, data from participant interviews were the primary data source, 
but participant-observer notes and audiotape classroom discussions also provided 
information. 
Significance of Study 
This study addresses the need for more information about the “how” and “what” 
of knowledge construction by describing how a group of graduate students, while 
attempting to sustain a dialogical process, jointly participated in the social construction of 
knowledge.  Although limited to the exploration of the experiences of one small group of 
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adult learners, this study provides insight into possibilities of how other adult learners can 
experience similar constructions.  Given that social constructionism offers an alternative 
to taken-for-granted views concerning learning and meaning development, this topic 
requires exploration. 
Organization of Study  
 This study is organized into five chapters.  Chapter One introduced the problem, 
and provided brief descriptions of the study’s purpose, significance, and organization.  
Chapter Two contains a review of literature, and Chapter Three describes the research 
method, including a description of the participants, data collection, and data analysis.  
Results are presented in Chapter Four and discussed in Chapter Five. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
Literature Review 
This chapter provides a review of the literature related to the social construction 
of knowledge.  To reiterate, this study is concerned with describing the process of social 
knowledge construction as experienced by a specific group of adult learners completing a 
course on dialogue.  This chapter includes a discussion of the literature concerning social 
constructionism, the social construction of knowledge, collaborative learning, and 
dialogue.  
Social Constructionism 
In An Invitation to Social Construction (1999), Gergen described what he called 
“working assumptions” necessary for an understanding of constructionism (p. 47).  These 
grew out of his belief that our (Western) historical assumptions concerning “objective 
knowledge, reason, and moral foundations” are unable to adequately address questions 
concerning our cultural traditions (e.g. democracy, education, economies, politics, etc.) 
(p. 29).  Consequently, he maintained that these unanswered questions have created space 
for an alternative direction.  Brief descriptions of Gergen’s assumptions follow in the 
next several paragraphs. 
Gergen’s (1999) first assumption indicated that the terms (words, phrases) that are 
used to describe what exists (or what we observe) are not dependent on what is.  The 
words and terms used in descriptions and explanations have been socially constructed, 
and there exists nothing inherent in the world (or in our terms) that automatically links 
the world with what describes it (Burr, 1995; Cosgrove, 2000).  Gergen continued by 
saying “that for any state of affairs a potentially unlimited number of descriptions and 
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explanations is possible” and that “we could use our language to construct alternative 
worlds . . . ” (p. 47). 
Gergen’s (1999) second assumption referred to the way in which meaning is 
made: “Language and all other forms of representation gain meaning from the way in 
which they are used in relationships” (p. 48).  An individual does not create meaning 
from observation or experience without an involvement with others. “Each discourse 
grows from a community of language users, and each [community] constructs what we 
take to be a singular object in a different way” (Gergen & Gergen, 1997, p. 3).  Thus, 
relationships are prior to and allow meaning to take shape. 
When describing his third assumption, Gergen (1999) explained that our future is 
fashioned out of meanings we create.  Sustaining our traditions and relationships 
“depends on a continuous process of generating meaning together” (p. 49).  Failure to 
attend to the use of language for explanations and descriptions in any given social 
institution would allow that institution to dissolve.  Furthermore, the generation of new 
meaning allows individuals the opportunity to fashion the world; Gergen explained, 
“constructionism offers a bold invitation to transform social life, to build new futures” (p. 
49).  The world we fabricate allows distinctive patterns of social action while others are 
nullified or extinguished (Burr, 1995).   
Finally, Gergen (1999) maintained that embracing a social constructionist view 
offers an opportunity to reflect on the traditions, practices, and procedures that are 
socially supported.  Social constructionists suggest that the obvious or “taken-for-
granted” are produced chiefly from culturally and historically determined situations, and 
these social practices both act upon and are determined by people (p. 49).  The social 
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constructionist view does not advocate discarding tradition, rather its supporters 
recognize the contestable nature of traditions, and as a consequence invite space for the 
consideration of possible alternatives. 
In a similar work, Gergen and Gergen (1997) offered what they called “generative 
suppositions” consistent with a social constructionist paradigm (p. 3).  Among these 
included the realization that language is social action.  They wrote, “To participate in a 
language is thus to participate in a way of life or a tradition” (p. 3).  The authors argued 
that language, like other non-verbal messages, provides structure and gives meaning to 
social relationships. 
Gergen and Gergen (1997) explained that social discourse also produces new 
meanings from which new actions can arise.  Meaning is always open to transformation 
and this may begin with any coordinated action, particularly those that are new, 
overlooked, or suppressed.  In other words, new creations of meaning transform our 
world and these require new forms of action.     
Burr (1995) suggested that a social constructionist orientation should invite 
caution when assumptions are made about the nature of reality.  Specifically, “the 
categories with which we as human beings apprehend the world do not necessarily refer 
to real divisions” (p. 3).  Using gender as an example, Burr explained that the terms men 
and women represent an arbitrarily assigned dichotomy and embracing this particular 
classification essentially ignores countless others having equal merit.  She went on to 
explain that however convincing the arguments for considering the perpetuation of this 
one classification system might seem to be, a social constructionist would be inherently 
more interested in why this particular division was created and the ramifications that 
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result from social privileges that are assigned or removed because of this artificial 
division. 
Reacting to the work of Habermas, Gergen (1999) declared, “All knowledge-
seeking privileges certain interests over others” (p. 22).  Gergen encouraged readers to 
remember that authorities frequently have incentives that help explain the accounts they 
provide.  Even among those in less authoritarian positions (e.g. students), self-interests 
and pre-dispositions effectively lead individuals to develop meaning in non-neutral ways.  
Subsequently, Gergen raised questions concerning who has been silenced by particular 
claims to truth and what alternative descriptions have been ignored.  These realizations 
lend support to the notion that, for members of a group participating in conversational 
activities, truth is less absolute than contextual and driven in part by participants’ belief 
systems. 
Issues of validity.  Dominant Western methodologies concerning the quest for 
universal truth with the researcher acting as sole authority limits investigation into other, 
potentially more valuable, research procedures (Gergen & Gergen, 1997).  For example, 
Gergen and Gergen explained that research subjects in the social sciences are generally 
not “given the opportunity to frame the research questions, to protect the meaning of their 
behavior or speech, or to control the way their actions are represented and shared” (p. 6).  
This inability to expand the range of inquiry, and the reliance on empirical research 
utilizing the scientific method, may actually prevent the researcher from fully exploring 
the culture he/she wishes to explore. 
Gergen and Gergen (1997) said that when scientific research is viewed as no 
longer supplying unassailable methods for establishing truth then new forms of inquiry 
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become available.  In a constructionist perspective, “Our concern shifts from issues of 
validity—whether the map fits the territory—to the challenge of useful intelligibility.  
How can the story I am telling with this particular theory or piece of research be used, by 
whom, and for what purposes?” (Gergen & Gergen, 1997, p. 7).  Schneider (1984) voiced 
a similar argument and suggested that a goal of the constructionist framework is to 
address the nature of viability rather than validity. 
Writing about research concerning social problems, Baumann (1989) stated, “The 
constructionist approach looks beyond the assumptions of neutrality and objectivity in 
studying social problems to discover how certain conditions come to be defined as 
problematic” (p. 60).  Blumer (1971) reminded us that social problems are not simply 
objective conditions waiting to be discovered, but are the products of the collective 
interpretations and perceptions of claims-makers embedded in and influenced by social 
contexts.  As a result, the social constructionist researcher is interested in the mechanisms 
of how generalized truth claims are constructed, how they facilitate or impair privilege, 
how they are culturally constituted and historically situated, and how awareness of 
contested knowledge can be utilized in advancing civilized society. 
The Enlightenment and postmodernism.  The Enlightenment is now generally 
regarded as the beginning of a period of thought when science was first recognized as the 
only legitimate method for discovering absolute and objective knowledge (Shotter, 
1993b).  Burr (1995) stated,“The Enlightenment project was to search for truth, to 
understand the true nature of reality, through application of reason and rationality” (p. 
12).  As an extension of that period, modernism primarily embraces logical and empirical 
methods of verification, inference, and quantification.  Proponents of the scientific 
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method generally view these as sufficient and necessary tools for the clarified 
understanding of human behavior and natural events.  From this perspective, the world is 
knowable and there exists a single, unified system of knowledge; furthermore, if human 
biasness could somehow be suspended, then applicable, generalizable laws of human 
behavior could be established (Neimeyer, 1998).  As a result, the Enlightenment led to a 
period when historical and social explanations for observable events were regulated to a 
secondary position while scientific explanations were regarded as primary (Shotter, 
1993b). 
In contrast, social constructionism is often presented as proof of modernism’s 
evolution (i.e., the transformation of modernism into postmodernism), and is regarded as 
the theoretical opposite of modernism (Anderson, 1990).  For the postmodernist, 
language does not accurately represent an objective reality reflected in the mirror of the 
mind.  Instead, language is used to constitute the world and our relationships to it and to 
each other (Gergen & Thatchenkery, 1996).  As antithesis to modernism, social 
constructionism discounts a reality that is independent of human perceptions and biases, 
and untouched by ever-reaching institutional, societal, and historical values and beliefs.  
Social constructionists acknowledge the existence of multiple realities: culturally, 
socially, and historically situated, and advance the idea that use of language creates social 
reality (Neimeyer, 1998). 
Harré (2002) argued that although social constructionism shares some important 
characteristics with postmodernism, there exist important differences.  For Harré, two of 
these were particularly significant.  He said, 
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It is no part of the social constructionist approach to deny that there are any 
universal aspects of human life, nor that, in a certain sense, there are some 
essential attributes of persons and processes.  Nor is it any part of the social 
constructionist approach to deny that there are better and worse representations of 
the social world and of human psychology.  In short, social constructionism, 
while at a very great remove from positivistic mainstream psychology, is not 
radically relativist. (p. 612) 
Opposition to traditional psychology.  Burr (1995) discussed ways in which she 
views social constructionism as contrasting traditional and social psychology.  For 
brevity, only two of her claims are mentioned here.  First, she argued that people, living 
in a social world, do not have a pre-determined nature or essence simply waiting to be 
discovered, discounting the essentialist view that we are products of either biological or 
environmental (nature vs. nurture) factors.  Burr added that this anti-essential nature of 
social constructionism is at odds with many leading psychological theories. 
Burr (1995) also claimed that social constructionism was anti-realism.  Because 
we construct versions of our world there is no direct connection between reality and our 
perceptions.  This is not to say that a reality fails to exist, only that our perceptions 
fundamentally describe and dictate the human condition. 
  Opposition to cognitivism.  In his preface to Cultural Politics of Everyday Life, 
Shotter stated, “The claim (in mainstream psychology) that our cognitive abilities operate 
mechanically and systematically, requires serious reconsideration” [parenthesis in 
original] (1993b, p. xiv).  This followed his discussion of how people, interacting with 
each other in social activities, dictate shape to experience, provide meaning for events, 
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and create new avenues for future conversation.  Shotter expressed an interest in 
understanding the knowledge required to be a particular kind of person acting within a 
particular type of social situation.  Shotter suggested this was a two-way process where 
first the individual is lent or occasioned to say or do certain things because of the 
situation at hand.   Secondly, the individual, acting a certain way, or saying certain things, 
which is partly a product of previous interactions, helps create the circumstances into 
which he or she acts.  The results of this and subsequent exchanges help develop what is 
possible for future encounters.  This “knowing-from-within” a certain situation was 
central to Shotter’s vision of social constructionism (1993a, 1993b, 1994). 
In his essay concerning the interconnectedness of knowledge, language, and 
social constructionist thought, Bruffee (1986) discussed assumptions of social 
construction that contrasted with those concerning traditional cognitive processes.  First, 
he argued that unlike traditional beliefs regarding cognitive thought, social 
constructionism assumes no unwavering foundation (reality) upon which knowledge is 
built.  Social constructionism, he wrote, “assumes that there is no such thing as a 
universal foundation, ground, framework, or structure of knowledge.  There is only an 
agreement, a consensus arrived at for the time being by communities of knowledgeable 
peers” (pp. 776-777).  This is not to say that a physical reality does not exist, only that 
our knowledge of it is a socially produced artifact, constantly evolving because of 
subjugation to the dynamics of our social processes and activities. 
Bruffee’s second assumption disputed the claim that the various terms describing 
processes of mental functioning are “universal, objectifiable, or measurable” (p. 777).  
Instead, he asserted that these descriptors concerning activities of the mind “are a way of 
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talking about a way of talking.  Anything we say about the way thinking works is 
conversation about another conversation . . . ” (p. 777).  The upshot of this then is that 
language informs thought, rather than the other way around (Burr, 1995). 
A third assumption related to an understanding of the locus for cognitive thought 
products and how traditional cognitive theories locate the individual self as central to all 
thought activities.  Social construction contrasts this with claims that communities, using 
languages they generate, are responsible for knowledge creation. “That is, social 
construction understands knowledge and the authority of knowledge as community-
generated, community-maintained symbolic artifacts” (Bruffee, 1986, p. 777). 
Finally, cognitive process theories are unable to avoid the problems associated 
with the identification of linkages between what actually exists in the physical world (as 
seen through our inner mirror), and our ways of understanding these entities (our inner 
eye or mind).  As Bruffee put it, “the visual metaphor of cognitive theory provides no 
necessary connection between the mind’s two pieces of equipment, the inner mirror and 
the inner eye” (p. 778).  Instead of claiming to discover “the missing link” which 
separates objective experience from subjective understanding, social constructionism 
simply reframes the concern. “Social construction denies that the problems are inherent 
in the nature of knowledge, regarding them as inherent merely in the visual metaphor that 
informs cognitive thought” (Bruffee, 1986, p. 778).  In other words, when knowledge is 
seen as a creation between like-minded peers, the intractable problem of unequivocally 
identifying the relationship of thing to meaning becomes irrelevant. 
Harré (2002), drawing on Vygotsky, defined the social source of many of our 
cognitive processes.  Harré said that social constructionists follow Vygotsky when they 
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claim that various “cognitive skills” and “social propensities” are essentially borrowed 
from activities in social relationships (p. 612).  Harré said, “There are both local and 
universal features of social processes from which higher mental functions are 
appropriated” (p. 612). 
Given the claim in social constructionist circles that “the chief locus of 
understanding is not in ‘the psyche’ but in social relationships” (Gergen, 1997, p. 724), 
How does the cognitive psychologist respond?  Gergen, having said that the aim of social 
constructionism is not to displace traditional psychological research, argued that 
embracing social constructionism offers opportunity for new studies explaining action 
and experience.  Theoretical work in traditional psychological areas need not suffer from 
the realization that multiple realities are possible and that claims to knowledge can 
ultimately be traced to social processes (Gergen, 1994).  Furthermore, research in 
psychology is not necessarily valuable simply because of the claims to truth that are 
generated.  Gergen stated that accounts of the individual are not valued because they are 
true, “but rather, because as intelligible interpretations they offer significant options for 
actions” (Gergen, 1997, p. 734).  Furthering social constructionist claims, he stated, 
“Confidence and the sense of authenticity are born of communal participation as opposed 
to grounding in ‘the true,’ or ‘the real’” (Gergen, 1997, p. 734). 
Social construction of problems.  In Constructing Social Problems, Spector and 
Kitsuse (1987) explored the means by which certain social situations materialize into 
social problems.  In their explanation for how social problems are constructed they 
argued that: “The notion that social problems are a kind of condition must be abandoned 
in favor of a conception of them as a kind of activity” [italics in original] (p. 73).  They 
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called these “claims-making activities” and they were defined as the activities the 
stakeholders utilize to articulate and redress apparent social disadvantages [italics in 
original] (p. 73).  Spector and Kitsuse made clear that the actual existence of the 
conditions claimed was irrelevant to their development of a theory of claims-making 
activities.  All that mattered was the assertions made about those claims and not the 
validity of those assertions. 
According to Best (1989), social problems typically stem from harmful social 
conditions (e.g. child abuse, crime, AIDS, and so on).  These social problems are defined 
in terms of negative conditions that are objective rather than subjective.  Best said that 
some social conditions are problematic, and if they negatively impact large numbers of 
people, it becomes quite reasonable to classify them as social problems.  However, for 
unknown reasons socially negative conditions that appear to be pervasive sometimes fail 
to develop into social problems.  As an example, consider nutrition. 
Best (1989) argued that medical experts in the United States have claimed that 
Americans typically fail to embrace proper nutritional habits.  Unacceptably high levels 
of fat and cholesterol in the average diet present real health hazards, endangering 
individuals and contributing to national health care concerns.  By most accounts, these 
harmful conditions should identify poor nutrition as a social problem.  However, in the 
late 1980s, Best wrote that nutrition was not considered a social problem.  He argued that 
a condition as a prerequisite is potentially problematic because not all negative conditions 
lead to social problems.  The objective characteristics of a harmful condition (e.g. poor 
nutrition is this case) may lack the force or strength necessary to develop into a pervasive 
problem.   He indicated that social problems stemming from objective conditions 
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basically ignore the subjectivity inherent in those issues; though many of these issues are 
alarming and are cause for concern, for some reason they fail to develop into social 
problems.  On the other hand, some issues are regarded as social problems, although they 
lack pervasive, objective conditions.  Problematic issues (such as infertility) that lack 
objective conditions are what Best described as socially constructed social problems. 
Scritchfield (1989) disputed the perception that infertility and reproductive 
impairments had reached epidemic proportions in the United States, and instead 
considered them to be socially constructed phenomena.  She found that there was little or 
no evidence to support claims of dramatic increases in actual reproductive impairments.  
After examining fertility research studies, Scritchfield theorized that the inaccurate 
perception of infertility accounts was the result of a societal redefinition of reproductive 
capabilities.  Because expectations and definitions of normal reproductive patterns had 
changed, contemporary couples prematurely suspected fertility problems when 
conception was perceived to be difficult.  These couples were also quicker to seek 
treatment and more likely to expect positive outcomes from treatment than had couples in 
previous decades. 
  Supporting a belief in the constructed nature of social problems, Best (1989) 
stated that the true criteria for social problems are subjective measures: “Social problems 
are what people view as social problems” (p. xvi).  As an alternative to the idea that only 
objective conditions lead to social problems, Best presented the constructionist 
perspective as an approach that is concerned with the processes and activities whereby 
social problems are defined.  A constructionist orientation means that social problems are 
fundamentally produced from social activity, regardless of the existence of conditions.  
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According to Best, constructionists argue that social problems are claim-making 
activities, not conditions.  In other words, social problems are effectively produced only 
when individuals or groups make claims about alleged social conditions.  He said, “It 
does not matter whether or not the conditions exist; it only matters that people make 
claims about them” (p. xviii). 
The literature contains numerous illustrations of issues that have been socially 
constructed.  Some examples of social problems constructed from claim-making 
activities include child abuse (Johnson 1989), elder abuse (Baumann, 1989), and 
infertility (Scritchfield, 1989).  A sample of essays written about social constructions, and 
how particular groups can be marginalized, have focused on old age (Gergen & Gergen, 
2000) and gender (Beall, 1993; Biever, Fuentes, Cashion, & Franklin, 1998; Gergen & 
Gergen, 2000; Unger, 1998). 
        The preceding paragraphs serve as reminders that objective conditions or events are 
not necessarily more important than subjective interpretations.  A social constructionist is 
more concerned with how claims to truth are legitimized, and who stands to gain or lose 
from their ramifications, than from judging or assessing their truthfulness.  A social 
constructionist perspective is consistent with the belief that important issues are the result 
of human social interactions. 
Critics of social constructionism.  Increasing interest in social constructionist 
views has generated questions concerning some of its claims and conclusions.  For 
example, just as social constructionists question the equity of various social relations and 
suggest social processes marginalize some members of society, critics assert social 
constructionists have failed to critique their own approach to knowledge creation in terms 
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of these problems.  Critics suggest a thorough evaluation requires the uncovering of latent 
values and inequities inherent in constructionism (Lyddon, 1998).  According to Halling 
and Lawrence (1999), several shortcomings and possible oversights associated with 
social constructionism partly result from faulty assumptions.  Space considerations 
prevent discussion of all but three, broadly grouped criticisms: extreme relativism, 
confusion between ontology and epistemology, and self-contradiction.   
First, if we ignore the belief in one true reality, the assumption of the existence of 
multiple realities, each equally valid, provides a bewildering array of perspectives from 
which to choose (Burr, 1998).  If change is advocated, how can one make a choice among 
numerous views when each (arguably) appears as appealing as any other?  The choice 
becomes especially difficult when the common criterion for selection (better/worse) has 
been removed.  For example, it becomes difficult to argue that a particular socioeconomic 
group is disadvantaged if we maintain that such categories, and even the term 
disadvantaged, are constructs maintained by social conventions without any basis in 
reality (Burr, 1998).  If social constructionists maintain that each unique perspective is as 
accurate and relevant as any other, accusations of irrelevance because of extreme 
relativistic views become difficult to overcome (Burr, 1998). 
Shotter (1993a) however, disputed critics’ claims that social constructionism 
reflects an ‘“anything goes’ relativism” (p. 12).  He explained that everything available 
for our ability to make conversation is historically and culturally given to us.  Social 
constructionism becomes “‘rooted,’ in the conversational background of everyday life” 
(p. 12).  In effect, we cannot simply make knowledge anything we want it to be.  
Individuals create knowledge through social interactions and those circumstances place 
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limits on our possibilities for knowledge creation.  Furthermore, knowledge systems will 
always be intelligibly transmitted through means governed by normative rules (Gergen, 
1985).  However, these systems are dependent on sociocultural circumstances.  
Ultimately, real possibilities for claims to truth are first constructed through social 
conversation and then these new ways of talking give rise to new social relations and 
ultimately new social institutions and structures (Shotter, 1993a). 
This does not imply that social constructionism represents the final word, beyond 
which no dialogue is possible (Gergen & Gergen, 1997). “Rather, for us constructionism 
functions as an invitation to possibilities, to exploration, to creation, and possibly to 
material conditions in which there is greater tolerance, and the coordination of peoples 
toward what they may see as a more humane and life sustaining world” (Gergen & 
Gergen, 1997, p. 4).  Although social constructionism posits no universal rules for 
rejecting claims to truth, “ . . . it does not promote value-neutrality” (Gergen & Gergen, 
1997, p. 4). 
 A second criticism of social constructionism has to do with claims that its 
supporters confuse ontological and epistemological questions.  However, claims of this 
nature illustrate a common misconception.  A constructionist orientation does not negate 
the belief that a material reality actually exists.  To say that there is nothing apart from 
what is socially constructed is inconsistent with a constructionist philosophy. 
As Gergen (1994) explained, “constructionism is ontologically mute” (p. 72).  
Social constructionism does not deny reality’s existence; however, it does suggest that an 
awareness of something is different from knowledge about it (Rorty, 1979).  As Gergen 
(1994) put it, “Whatever is, simply is.  There is no foundational description to be made 
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about an ‘out there’ as opposed to an ‘in here,’ about experience . . . once we attempt to 
articulate ‘what there is,’ however, we enter the world of discourse” (p. 72). 
Social constructionism generally is not an appropriate venue for making claims 
about what exists or what fails to exist.  Social constructionists do not deny that a 
material reality exists, only that the claims made about the world are independent of this 
reality and care must be taken to protect against privileging certain accounts at the 
expense of others (Nightingale & Cromby, 2002).  Because individuals participating in 
the construction process have been impacted by, and are operating within, constraints 
imposed by their cultures and personal histories, their stories are less a reflection of what 
actually exists than of what has been made to exist.  When individuals enter the world of 
discourse and share ideas, thoughts, and feelings, the construction process has begun 
(Gergen, 1994).  This discourse leads to socially produced knowledge. 
 As Edley (2001) stated, common sense has always led to the assumption that “on 
the one hand, we have the ‘real world’, with all its distinctive qualities, and then, on the 
other, we have accounts or descriptions of that world” (p. 434).  However, social 
constructionists suggest that language is actually productive rather than just 
representative (Edley, 2001).  Edley said, ‘“Reality’ isn’t so much mirrored in talk and 
texts as actually constituted by them” [italics in original] (p. 435). 
 Halling and Lawrence (1999) summarized a third criticism when they stated that 
some social constructionists advance self-contradictory claims.  According to Halling and 
Lawrence, a statement such as “there are no ascertainable universal social truths” is a 
contradiction (p. 80).  To say that the world is in fact socially constructed privileges this 
one world-view over all others.  For Halling and Lawrence, contradictions potentially 
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negate some of the value from challenges social constructionism offers oppressive or 
dominant social perspectives.  
Social Construction of Knowledge  
This study is ultimately concerned with epistemology; that is, how knowledge is 
created and produced.  Specifically, the main purpose of this study is to provide an 
account of how knowledge was constructed by a particular group of graduate students.  
Moreover, this study investigates knowledge construction from a social constructionist 
perspective.  According to Payne (1999), social constructionism emphasizes the 
importance of social relationships in the formation of knowledge and it explains how 
these relationships function to construct knowledge.  This chapter’s earlier paragraphs 
provided descriptions and explanations of social constructionism; however, this narrative 
did not speak to potential methods or procedures that contribute to the knowledge 
creation process.  In an attempt to rectify this omission, much of the remainder of this 
chapter addresses contributions that seek to clarify the mechanics of how knowledge is 
constructed.  This discussion begins by addressing the role of language in the social 
construction process. 
Language.  Social constructionists emphasize the role language plays in 
sustaining the self in social activities (M. Gergen, 1999a).  Some proponents of social 
constructionism view language as the primary means in which the concept of the person 
materializes (Burr, 1995).  Others social constructionist researchers understand language 
as preceding thought and providing its form.  Bruffee (1986) asserted the importance of 
language in social constructionism when he declared, “Social construction assumes, that 
is, that thinking is an internalized version of conversation” (p. 777).  Although people use 
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several sign systems to express understandings and share meanings, “Language, a system 
of vocal signs, is the most important sign system in human relations” (Payne, 1999, p. 
26).  Because social constructionism forefronts social relationships, language is central to 
the construction process.   
For Vološinov (1929/1986), interest in the study of language arose from the 
question of whether or not language operates “as an objective system of incontestable, 
normatively identical forms” (p. 67).  If this were the case, language users would be 
concerned with its ability to retain a completely fixed form, without regard for the 
situation or occasion.  Vološinov argued that such was not the case.  What matters for a 
speaker is the ability for language to express thoughts in each novel situation.  In other 
words, “What is important for the speaker about a linguistic form is not that it is a stable 
and always self-equivalent signal, but that it is an always changeable and adaptable 
sign” [italics in original] (p. 68).  According to Vološinov, the same holds true for the 
listener: “No, the task of understanding does not basically amount to recognizing the 
form used, but rather to understanding it in a particular, concrete context, to 
understanding its meaning in a particular utterance, i.e., it amounts to understanding its 
novelty and not to recognizing its identity” (1929/1986, p. 68). 
When Gadamer (1960/1975) discussed his notion of a common language, it had 
little resemblance to a structured, rules-based, systems-governing form of sentence 
structure that we normally associate with a language (Shotter, 2003).  To Gadamer, 
Our first point is that language, in which something comes to be language, is not a 
possession at the disposal of one or the other of the interlocutors.  Every 
conversation presupposes a common language, or, it creates a common language.  
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Something is placed in the centre, as the Greeks said, which the partners to the 
dialogue both share, and concerning which they can exchange ideas with one 
another.  Hence agreement concerning the object, which it is the purpose of the 
conversation to bring about, necessarily means that a common language must first 
be worked out in the conversation. (Gadamer, 1960/1975, p. 341) 
For Gadamer (1960/1975), two people in a dialogue do not in any real sense 
possess language prior to their conversation.  What becomes their language is worked out 
between them as they negotiate meaning and try to share understanding.  Furthermore, 
their communicative activities are connected to the events of the past and they help make 
possible those in the future.  Likewise for Shotter, language and speakers are not separate 
entities, but are parts of a larger whole, “a ceaseless stream of ongoing activity, of 
understandable-being in motion” (2003, p. 444).      
Our conventional view of language posits it as an independent representation both 
of our internal being and external state of affairs (Burr, 1995).  Neimeyer (1998) disputed 
formal views of language which generally posit that our linguistic symbols accurately 
identify an objective world, separate and distinct from the language used to explain it, 
and that we essentially use language in an attempt to share with an outside world, our real 
personal feelings and beliefs.  In contrast, he said, “Constructionists view language as a 
network of ‘signifiers’ whose relationship to the things they signify is essentially random, 
rather than fixed and obvious.  From this perspective, different language communities can 
‘carve up’ the world in quite different ways” (p. 137). 
Saussure (1974) pointed out that the relationship between words we use to stand 
for things, i.e. signifiers, and the things they stand for, i.e. signified, is an artificial 
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development.  In other words, names for things are based on convention rather than any 
systematic rationale (Gergen, 1999).  This raises three important points: First, if words, 
and the languages they produce, are used to describe accounts of the world, how can 
these accounts be anything but subjective if the correspondence between word and 
meaning depends only on convention?  This questions the usefulness of attempts to 
uncover the nature of an objective reality.  Second, since these word-meaning 
relationships are based on convention, the possibilities exist for the development of new 
and unique meanings whenever a group of individuals participate in conversational 
activities.  Finally, a social construction orientation is used to question the existence of an 
essential human nature and raises the possibility that concepts we use to describe it are 
structured by language and do not exist separate from language (Burr, 1995).  This 
indicates that an understanding of our human nature becomes what it is because of the 
language used. 
Shotter (1993a) stressed that language can be viewed as a device that is not just 
primarily used to represent “an already existing language-independent reality,” but 
people, in constructing their ways of life, should recognize it in its use (p. 100).  Trying 
to understand the relationship between word and what it signifies is of no value if we fail 
to attend to the circumstances surrounding their use (Shotter, 1998). “It is their particular 
and precise, living relation to the practical circumstances of their use that give our words 
their precise meaning in practice” (Shotter, 1998, p. 3).  He said, 
Thus, rather than simply representing “reality”, speaking and writing should be 
here again be “seen as” (talked of as) “giving”, or “lending” a form or structure to 
a state of affairs, situation, or circumstances appropriate to it having currency, so 
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to speak, in the way of life in which language is used. [parenthesis in original] 
(Shotter, 1993a, p. 100)  
Theorists in social constructionism recognize that historical and cultural 
conditions have helped manufacture the terms associated with events and objects and 
these conditions have strategically situated these terms into our public discourse.  This 
implies that contemporary societal conditions represent fertile ground for the social 
construction of new meanings and understandings (see Spector & Kitsuse, 1987; Best, 
1989).  In an attempt to understand the possibilities available for the construction of our 
social knowledge, Shotter (1993a) has suggested a focus “upon people’s use of certain 
ways of talking to construct different kinds of social relationship” (p. 6).  In particular he 
suggested a conversational version of social constructionism. 
  Rhetorical-responsive version.  In Conversational Realities: Constructing Life 
through Language, Shotter (1993a) elucidated a special, conversational version of social 
constructionism: what he called “a rhetorical-responsive version” (p. 6).  Shotter claimed 
that this particular version allows individuals to “speak representationally—that is, to 
depict or describe a unique state of affairs (whether real or not), as we please, 
independently of the influences of our surroundings” only after first speaking in a manner 
that is “responsive” to other individuals [parenthesis in original] (p. 6).  He claimed that 
we learn from an early age that to speak about something with any sense of authority 
requires that we must first learn “how to respond to the others around us should they 
challenge our claims.  We must speak with an awareness of the possibility of such 
challenges, and be able to reply to them by justifying our claims” (p. 6). 
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In order to “follow another person’s utterances, and to grasp how they relate to 
their activities” requires that people also adopt “a responsively-expectant attitude” toward 
those they converse with (Shotter, 2000, p. 120).  This attitude on the listener’s part not 
only relates to an understanding of current content within context, but also points to an 
understanding of future direction (Shotter, 1995).  This is not just an internal, passive 
reaction but also an “active, responsive understanding in which, as each word in 
another’s utterance occurs, we spontaneously respond to it with our own answering 
words and expressions” (Shotter, 2000, p. 121).  Likewise, a speaker both anticipates and 
expects this type of activity, and so any given speech act becomes responsive to past, 
present, and potential future conversational activity (Gergen, 1999).  
Shotter’s version is also a rhetorical way of talking.  Rather than language being 
simply referential—merely depicting a state of affairs—speakers, using everyday 
language to communicate, “can ‘move’ people to action, or change their perceptions” 
with “ways of talking” (1993a, p. 6).  Shotter explained that when speakers are 
responsive to claims and challenges, this implies they simultaneously prepare to reply to 
those challenges with justifications for their claims that can ultimately serve as persuasive 
devices.  Furthermore, this version embraces the use of metaphors which help an 
audience connect a speaker’s seemingly unrelated utterances and can bridge sensed 
feelings shared by speaker and audience.  Shotter partly summarized his book by 
describing the contents as being concerned with the “formative uses to which ‘words in 
their speaking’ are put” rather than with the “previously existing patterns or systems” of 
language formed from words that have already been spoken, and with the “relational 
situations” created between individuals involved in communicative processes (p. 6). 
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 Billig (1996) also attempted to draw his readers’ attention to the rhetorical 
aspects of communicative events.  His talk of argument as a form of rhetoric structured 
much of his narrative concerning dialogue.  In Billig’s attempt to reconstitute rhetoric as 
a type of dialogue that is 1) both creative and exploratory, and 2) one that is constructive 
rather than destructive, he stressed the value of metaphors in assisting theory 
development for social psychologists.  While Shotter (1993b) discussed metaphors as 
devices serving rhetorical purposes for people participating in everyday conversational 
activities, Billig talked of their theoretical uses for supporting various perspectives of 
social life.  In particular he examined the idea that “social life resembles either a game or 
a theatrical performance” (p. 34, 1996). 
According to Billig (1996), many of our social encounters are akin to 
performances on stage, and like actors in roles, we have certain rhetoric associated with 
our various social roles.  Just as “actors must learn to present themselves, so that their 
audiences notice the requisite gestures,” people in all manner of everyday conversational 
activities must learn their appropriate “roles” and how to “act” in them (p. 42). “To 
perform convincingly a [social] role . . . a vast amount of speeches, gestures, ways of 
entering and exiting scenes, and so on, have to be acquired” (p. 42).  Billig explained that 
these performances are central to all instances of social interaction.  Even the most 
fleeting dialogical exchange, such as a casual greeting among acquaintances, requires 
skillful performances from each participant if the encounter is to be conducted 
uneventfully. 
The notion of rhetoric and scripts shares similarities with Berger and Luckmann’s 
(1966) ideas about how we construct our social realties through the habits and routines 
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developed in response to everyday tasks and situations.  For Berger and Luckmann, the 
reality of everyday life appeared as objects that are both prior to and impose themselves 
upon an individual’s experience of them.  An individual senses the presence of the world, 
as it appears, together with the knowledge that there exist other individuals who share, at 
least some understanding of, this reality.  Berger and Luckmann called shared 
understandings of the world common sense “precisely because it refers to a world that is 
common to many men” (p. 23). “Commonsense knowledge is the knowledge I share with 
others in the normal, self-evident routines of everyday life” (p. 23). 
Billig (1996) indicated that to some social psychologists the notion of rules more 
aptly applies to conversational events, metaphorically speaking, than do scripts.  To 
follow scripts means that social agents or actors are restricted to using only those words 
that have been chosen for them.  This implies they can “interpret these words, but it is not 
their business to create new ones or alter the ones they have been allocated” (p. 47, 
1996).  For Schank, (1981) multiple scripts are possible for any given social exchange 
(e.g. dining at a restaurant), so the selection of appropriate scripts is situational dependent 
and unfolds as events occur.  In contrast, general rules structure and define permissible 
activities without eliminating participants’ abilities to develop personal performances.  If 
the rules on which scripts develop are truly of fundamental importance, then failure to 
follow these rules of conduct prevents the coordination of social behavior (Billig, 1996). 
 Joint action.  In contrast to a Cartesian, cognitive view that suggests our actions 
originate from within our mind, joint action refers to the belief that meaningful social 
activities are developed between people (Shotter, 1999a). “Meaning originates between 
us not from within us” (Shotter, 1999a, p. 130).  Shotter described dialogue as an 
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example of joint action where a person is prescribed to formulate what to say in relation 
or response to what has already been said.  He said, 
 The most obvious circumstance in which joint action occurs is in dialogue with 
others, when one must respond by formulating appropriate utterances in reply to 
their utterances.  What they have already said constitutes the “situation on hand”, 
so to speak, into which one must direct one’s own reply.  It is thus clear why, in 
such circumstances, we as individuals do not quite know why it is that we act as 
we do: rather than speaking “out of” an inner plan (or mental representation), we 
speak “into” a context not of our own making, that is, not under our own 
immediate control. [italics and parenthesis in original] (Shotter, 1993b, p. 4) 
Shotter stressed that the influences that guide our actions are not wholly within us, 
or known by us, prior to an event.  Rather, it can be said that we respond into the situation 
without fully intending our actions.  Furthermore, the activities produced do not belong to 
one person or another; they are shared and jointly held (Shotter, 1999b, 2000).  For 
Shotter, to participate in joint action means we structure our activities in order to fit into 
the social context rather than behaving as if we are following some type of cognitive 
plan.  He said, 
So, although participants may respond to each other in a “fitting” manner, to the 
extent that they influence each other’s actions in a moment-by-moment fashion, 
its nature is intrinsically unpredictable, indeterminate, and creative: it is entirely 
unique and novel outcome, related to it circumstances, but intended by any of the 
individuals involved. (Shotter, 1998, p. 2) 
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Likewise, in any given communicative exchange, our words are mostly unknown 
until they are uttered, seemingly called forth by the occasion.  Our words and actions are 
developed in the moment and evolve, with the help of others, as communication occurs.  
As a result Shotter expressed an interest in “words in their speaking” rather than “already 
spoken words” (1993b, p. 4). 
Bakhtin (1981), writing about the relational nature of all language use, was also 
interested in the generative aspects of communicative activities.  For Bakhtin, our use of 
speech provides an environment for interaction; a form and structure for the relationships 
created between people (Riikonen, 1999).  In speech, “all utterances bear reflections of 
the addresses”, and “speech forms its own context and backdrop of further speech and 
social relations linked to it” (Riikonen, 1999, p. 141). 
Gadamer highlighted the dynamic essence of conversational activities in his 
discussion of language as a hermeneutical experience.  In Truth and Method (1960/1975) 
he indicated that people generally have very little control over conversational 
proceedings.  He said it was wrong to assume that people conduct a conversation; it is 
more accurate to say that people “fall into conversation, or even that we become involved 
in it” (p. 345).  He said, 
The way in which one word follows another, with the conversation taking its own 
turnings and reaching its own conclusion, may well be conducted in some way, 
but the people conversing are far less the leaders of it than the led.  No one knows 
what will “come out” in a conversation.  Understanding or its failure is like a 
process that happens to us. (p. 345) 
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Shotter’s notion of joint action is consistent with Gadamer’s belief concerning 
conversational processes.  Shotter also expressed an interest in understanding how 
conversational activities are connected, which allow for their continuation.  Because 
societal context favors some replies over others, in response to given utterances, these 
responses then become content for the next round of exchanges and the process 
continues.  The conditional possibilities that are historically provided need not be viewed 
simply as constraints, but rather as resources available for the production of improved 
human interaction (Shotter, 1993a). 
It is within this joint action between individuals that we act into already present 
situations that have been created from prior communicative activity at least partially 
dictated by our social surroundings. “Thus, rather than acting ‘out of’ an inner plan or 
schema, we can think of ourselves in our current activities as acting ‘into’ our own 
present situation, in terms of the opportunities and barriers, the enablements and 
constraints that it offers” (Shotter, 1993b, p. 69).  Our socially constructed 
communicative activities “contain within themselves the provisions or resources required 
to ‘shape’ our activities in such a way as to ensure their own further continuation” 
(Shotter, 1993b, p. 69). 
Shotter indicated his interest in exploring these continuously occurring, relational 
ways of interacting; what he called “living, responsive, background reactions” (1998, p. 
2).  Because of an inability to fully recognize their true nature he suggested using “new 
relational forms of talk” (p. 2).   Shotter indicated that to attend to these previously 
avoided topics concerning ways of talking that include “gestures and gesturing, as well as 
feeling and feelings” help us focus on ways that individuals can be “moved” through 
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participation in various relational activities and how individuals respond into and out of 
“dialogical spaces” (p. 3).  One way to help understand our relational ways of being is by 
focusing attention on what Shotter called, “knowing-from-within” (Shotter, 1993a, 
1993b, 1994). 
Knowing from within.  In Cultural Politics of Everyday Life, Shotter (1993b) 
discussed three separate forms of knowledge.  One form of knowledge comes from 
“knowing how,” as in knowing how to do something in a technical sense (p. 7).  Another 
form is “knowing that,” as in knowing facts or theory (p. 7).  Shotter described one 
important form of knowledge as “knowing from within” a particular situation, group or 
society (p. 7).  This form of knowledge is a “joint knowledge, knowledge-held-in-
common with others” (Shotter, 1993b, p. 19).  He described this special, particular form 
of knowledge as being dependent upon and made apparent from within social situations 
Shotter, 1994).  The social situation dictates and gives direction and meaning to this 
special kind of knowledge.  This knowledge is a product of specific group situations and 
each participant in the group “takes into account and is accountable to others in the social 
situation” (Shotter, 1993a, p. 7).  As opposed to the knowledge that is created in the study 
of the natural sciences—disciplines where concern is fundamentally with “discovering 
the nature of already existing states of affairs”—this third kind of knowledge is 
concerned with the possibilities for knowledge made available between people socially 
(Shotter, 1993a, p. 3).  Shotter (1993b) argued that this “special kind of knowledge—to 
do with how to be a person of this or that particular kind according to the culture into 
which one develops as a child” and its accompanying “forms of talk” have been largely 
ignored and marginalized in modern society [italics in original] (p. 18-19).   
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 Knowing from within a situation or circumstance also has to do “with a kind of 
feeling . . . which is to do with an evaluation of or an orientation towards one’s own state 
of being, expressed in terms of feelings of sadness or anger, etc.—related to one’s socio-
cultural surroundings” [italics in original] (Shotter, 1993b, p. xiii).  Shotter said that these 
feelings are lent a form dictated from previous events and that the discourse 
accompanying the social circumstances one finds oneself in permit these to develop.  In 
other words, in addition to the feelings a person is individually held accountable for, we 
are afforded or constrained in our own state of being by the individuals we interact with 
and the social circumstances they help construct.  Even the most common and mundane 
social exchange between two people—if appropriate to the circumstances—can be 
considered socially complex and dependent partly on interactions.  Moreover, such 
displays illustrate considerable skill and ability on the part of the participants. 
Consideration of this third kind of knowledge helps guide answers to the 
multitude of questions concerning how individuals navigate through all the common and 
prodigious social circumstances routinely encountered.  This third kind of knowledge 
also serves as a device to call into question common beliefs concerning understanding 
and meaning.  As Shotter (1993b) summarized it, “that our cognitive abilities operate 
mechanically and systematically, requires serious reconsideration” (p. xiv).      
Constructivism and Social Constructivism 
  Constructivism and social constructivism have special significance to this study 
because they are frameworks that help conceptualize how individuals cognitively 
construct knowledge.  To a constructivist, the production of knowledge is primarily a 
cognitive process, occurring in one’s mind.  For a social constructivist, learning is 
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primarily a mental activity, however, heavily influenced by sociocultural surroundings 
(Gergen, 1999).  Constructivism and social constructivism are very similar perspectives 
yet there are important differences. 
A constructivist orientation posits that there exists no ultimate, shared reality; our 
reality is the result of a construction process (Duffy & Jonassen, 1991; Merrill, 1991).  
This contrasts with the objectivist view that states that knowledge and truth exist 
independent of the mind (Tam, 2000).  In constructivism, the meaning created is 
significantly influenced by a person’ experience (Duffy & Jonassen, 1991).  Citing 
Gergen, Cotter (2001) drew a distinction between constructivism and constructionism 
when he said, “The constructivist is concerned with the individual psychological 
workings, but the constructionist is concerned about the workings that occur between 
persons” (p. 45).  According to Spiro, Feltovich, Jacobson, & Coulson (1991), 
constructivism entails the following: 
First, we take it as an accepted cognitive principle that understanding involves 
going beyond the presented information.  For example, what is needed to 
comprehend a text is not solely contained in the linguistic and logical information 
coded in that text.  Rather, comprehension involves the construction of meaning: 
the text is a preliminary blueprint for constructing an understanding.  The 
information contained in the text must be combined with information outside of 
the text, including most prominently the prior knowledge of the learner, to form a 
complete and adequate representation of the text’s meaning. (p. 27)   
Social constructivism is an extension of constructivism.  Vygotsky, often 
associated with social constructivism, stressed that social context influences the learning 
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environment thereby impacting what is ultimately learned (Gunawardena, Lowe, & 
Anderson, 1997; Huang, 2002; Freed, 2003).  For Hruby (2001), social constructivists are 
concerned with effects social processes have on an individual’s cognitive meaning 
whereas social constructionists are interested in how knowledge is constructed by and 
between members of a learning community. 
Collaborative Learning 
 Collaborative learning is often presented as existing, or potentially existing, 
within the confines of traditional learning environments such as schools, universities, etc.  
However, there exists no reason why the practice of collaborative learning should be 
recognized as belonging solely within the periphery of our traditional learning 
institutions.  According to Gerlach (1994) collaborative learning is possible in a number 
of different learning environments and it provides distinct educational benefits including 
“advanced cognitive development” and “higher academic achievement” (p. 10).  This 
type of learning is possible in any group situation. 
 To learn collaboratively means to share learning with other people (Doran, 2001).  
This statement is indicative of a collaborative learning process, but to claim that all forms 
of learning resulting from group work occur in a collaborative spirit would be incorrect.  
Collaborative learning is not a necessary or sufficient condition for individuals in groups 
to learn.  Furthermore, defining collaborative learning simply as people learning with 
others fails to adequately address the potential benefits that the perspective offers.  For 
Saltiel (1998), collaboration results in relationships that are dynamic, synergistic and 
impossible to achieve with individual learning activities.  Although it is often associated 
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with a classroom environment, collaborative learning can easily blend with learning 
processes allied with other group types. 
 Like dialogue, collaborative learning has special significance to this research 
effort for several reasons: not the least of which is because of the assumption that 
students participated in collaborative learning as they explored the process of dialogue.  
Another assumption is that a product of their collaborative learning was the construction 
of new knowledge.  Knowledge construction is an outcome of the collaborative learning 
process (Peters & Armstrong, 1998).  Collaborative learning and social knowledge 
construction share many similar characteristics. 
According to Saltiel (1998) the goal of collaborative learning “is the acquisition 
or construction of new knowledge” (p. 7).  Bruffee (1986) explained that collaborative 
learning is similar to social knowledge construction because both assume learning occurs 
between people rather than between people and things.  Using the field of education as an 
example, he argued that undergraduate teachers become better at what they do when they 
merge collaborative learning techniques with social constructionists assumptions. 
Peters and Armstrong (1998) acknowledged the role of collaborative learning in 
the creation of something that did not and could not exist if not for the cooperative efforts 
between and among people.  They argued that collaborative learners jointly have the 
ability to create knowledge that is both more and different than the sum of individuals’ 
knowledge.  They said,   
 In a collaborative learning experience, individuals bring their knowledge and their 
actions to the table, and as members of a group, individuals contribute their 
collective knowledge and actions to the experience.  Thus, in a collaborative 
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learning experience, individuals learn and the group learns.  The group learning 
experience isn’t simply the sum of the individual learning experiences, however, 
it is both more than and other than the individual experiences. (p. 76) 
If described in terms of processes commonly associated with classroom 
environments, collaborative learning is depicted as a type of teaching/learning where 
students learn from each other in addition to learning from their instructor (Armstrong, 
1999).  In addition to co-inquiry among students, collaborative learning allows teacher 
and students to construct new knowledge together (Armstrong, 1999).  In collaborative 
learning individuals learn and the group learns.  As Armstrong stated, “In collaborative 
learning knowledge construction occurs as a result of shared inquiry into knowledge of 
individuals in the group and the collective knowledge of the group” (p. 13). 
Bruffe (1999), in a discussion concerning the successful use of collaborative 
learning techniques by university faculty, argued that traditional views on teaching have 
failed to recognize the process of negotiation in the social construction of knowledge.  
Specifically, he indicated that university teaching is really about negotiations between 
professors who are members of knowledge communities (i.e. they are experts in their 
respective disciplines), and students who, to varying degree, are striving to become 
members.  For example, students in a chemistry class are not yet members of the 
particular community they are trying to join (accomplished chemists); however, students 
in higher education are skillful members of many other communities. 
Bruffee (1999) argued that instead of professors simply learning how to impart 
large amounts of what they know into students’ heads, they should think of teaching “as 
helping students converse with increasing facility in the language of the communities 
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they want to join, and they think about doing that as creating social conditions in which 
students can become reacculturated into those communities” (p. 73).  The best professors, 
he argued, are those who, instead of trying to change something inside the person, 
facilitate learning by creating conditions that impact the ability of students to work 
together to change their relationships with each other.  This, according to Bruffee, is one 
example of the importance of collaborative learning activities.    
Saltiel (1998) addressed learning partnerships by briefly describing some of the 
diverse and varied ways in which the process emerges: these include cooperation, 
mentoring, collaboration, and collaborative learning.  Bosworth (1994) discussed 
methods for improving collaborative learning skills in college students, and Cramer 
(1994) discussed methods for assessing the effectiveness of collaborative learning in the 
classroom.  These essays discussed both the skills students develop when they participate 
in collaborative learning activities and the benefits that result from the collaborative 
process.  Although contexts for collaboration vary and the methods for achieving 
collaborative learning often fail to follow a strict formula, it is a synergistic relationship 
between learning partners, where more is accomplished together than could be 
accomplished alone (Hiemstra & Brockett, 1994). 
Naujock (2002) explored the function of collaborative learning in the formation 
and development of a high-technology business venture.  Using an action research model 
and thematic analysis, the study highlighted the relationships company founders 
developed both between themselves and between the researcher-participant: herself a 
company founder and co-leader.  Naujock’s data revealed themes and sub-themes 
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associated with the development of dialogical spaces that helped participants facilitate 
collaborative learning. 
Dialogue 
Much of the writing related to social constructionism positions participants 
engaged in construction activities while immersed in dialogue.  By some accounts, 
participating in conversational activities, including those that result in new meanings or 
new knowledge, necessitates a particular type of dialogue between participants (see 
Stewart & Zediker, 2000; Shotter, 1993b).  If dialogue is understood to mean a 
conversation between two or more people, then it can be a precursor to social knowledge 
construction.  Gergen (1999) wrote about other forms of dialogue, ones that he claimed 
allow us to create our realities together.  He said, “We often speak of dialogues not just as 
conversations in general, but as special kinds of relationships in which change, growth, 
and new understanding are fostered” (p. 148). 
Riikonen (1999) contended that dialogue has two very different meanings.  In a 
cognitive sense, dialogue can be seen as an exchange of arguments between two or more 
people.  If understood in terms of relationships, dialogue allows people to be connected.  
Dialogue as relational, he said, “refers to joint action that ties people together and creates 
the temporary world they experience” (p. 141). 
Isaacs (1999) said dialogue is “about a shared inquiry, a way of thinking and 
reflecting together” (p. 9).  He stressed that dialogue is the development of new ways of 
understanding that is done with other people.  “Dialogue is a living experience of inquiry 
within and between people” [italics in original] (p. 9).  He argued that much of learning 
concerns attitudes and relationships, thus learning is often less about getting someone to 
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understand what you know, than it is about reaching “a greater understanding of 
ourselves and each other” (p. 9).  
Schien (1993) claimed that the reason people learn about dialogue is because it 
“facilitates and creates new possibilities for valid communication” (p. 41).  He continued 
by claiming that dialogue is important because effective communication is vital for group 
solution processes.  “If problem solving and conflict resolution in groups is increasingly 
important in our complex world,” Schien argued, then dialogue “becomes one of the most 
fundamental of human skills” (p. 41).  However, dialogue is not just about solving 
problems or for reaching agreement on conflicting viewpoints.  Dialogue offers the 
opportunity for creating new ways of thinking and acting, ways that have never been 
experienced before (Isaacs, 1999). 
In an essay that explored various categories of group deliberation (e.g. debate, 
discussion, dialogue), Barge (2002) argued that the skills central to effective group 
communication were also important components of a civil society.  One important reason 
for the study of these activities, including dialogue, is “the belief that enhancing people’s 
abilities to engage in group discussion will make them better able to participate in 
democracy” (p. 159).  Because the skills that help promote dialogue (e.g. decision 
making, problem solving, and critical thinking) also further the democratic process, the 
study of group communicative activities such as dialogue, deserve attention (Barge 
2002).     
As a complement to discussion “dialogue is, thus, a collective and collaborative 
communication process whereby people explore together their individual and collective 
assumptions and predispositions” (Barge, 2002, p. 168).  Barge argued that achieving 
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dialogue is often difficult, partly because people will often cling to entrenched viewpoints 
concerning key issues rather than suspending their beliefs and adopting a more 
contemplative attitude.  However, many prescriptive accounts of dialogue are also 
success stories, as Stewart and Zediker (2000) noted in their essay concerning dialogue in 
the classroom. 
Unlike the debate style of inquiry, dialogue does little to reinforce defensive 
positions.  While debate utilizes disaggregated pieces of the whole and participants are 
primarily concerned with persuading others on the merits of their arguments “dialogue 
focuses on seeing things holistically and creating space for learning” (Barge, 2002, p. 
168).  During successful dialogue, participants try to avoid both the polarization of issues 
and the development of mutually exclusive positions that frequently occur during debate 
(Barge, 2002).  Instead, sensitive exploration of the differences and similarities between 
competing viewpoints is encouraged.  
One central feature of dialogue, helping to distinguish it from debate, is the 
“suspension of assumptions” (Isaacs, 1993).  For dialogue, use of this term has two 
separate but equally important meanings (Barge, 2002).  One meaning requires the 
temporary suspension of ingrained beliefs to facilitate the consideration of ideas that may 
be new, unfamiliar, or perhaps uncomfortable.  To Barge, this view of suspension  “is 
about vulnerability—opening one’s mind to consider new viewpoints and ideas and 
potentially letting go of one’s own ideas” (p. 169).  The second meaning concerns 
identifying individual or collective assumptions and utilization of techniques for their 
subsequent display.  The impacts that negative or false assumptions present to the 
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dialogue process are minimized if they can be identified and their influence at least 
temporarily suspended. 
Stewart and Zediker (2000) found that a burgeoning interest in the study of 
dialogue has diluted the definition of the word to something that encompasses almost all 
meaning-making.  Although failing to examine any ultimate consequences, they argued 
that inappropriate application has been one unfortunate result of this increased interest.  
In an attempt to further an understanding of dialogue, they described an important 
distinction that they believed the term permits.  They also described advantages for 
maintaining this distinction in the classroom. 
According to Stewart and Zediker (2000), there exist two general approaches to 
dialogue: descriptive and prescriptive [italics in original] (p. 225).  Although the authors 
stress that considerable overlap exists, descriptive accounts of dialogue “label what its 
proponents take to be a pervasive, defining feature of humanity that simply needs to be 
identified and accurately characterized; namely, the irreducibly social, relational, or 
interactional character of human meaning-making.  These accounts, concerning the 
descriptive nature of dialogue, support notions that what is most important about 
humanity is “relational or interactional” (p. 225).  Prescriptive accounts, on the other 
hand, structure dialogue, and its products, in terms of “an ideal to be striven toward or a 
goal to be achieved . . . ” (p. 227).  Not surprisingly, many of the prescriptive accounts 
advance formulas for dialogue creation. 
Most accounts of dialogue methodologies acknowledge it as a communicative 
activity intentionally void of argumentation.  However, in Arguing and Thinking Billig 
(1996), reminded us that two connotations are associated with the word argument.  The 
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first conveys an impression of a quarrel between competing viewpoints; in its simplified 
version, one side wins and the other side loses.  Alternatively, Billig preferred defining 
argumentation as “reasoned discourse” which he indicated should be found in dialogue 
(p. 27).  He wanted to rescue “rhetoric as dialogue” from “competitive rhetoric” where 
the latter pits debating opponents interested only in convincing others of the superior 
merits concerning their views (p. 28).  To Billig, argumentation was central to his form of 
rhetoric and without negation dialogue is impossible.  He said, 
Rudeness, abrasiveness and aggressive postures threaten [dialogue’s] 
continuation.  Neither are they conducive to the intellectual exploration afforded 
by dialogue.  On the other hand, dialogue requires negation.  When speakers 
merely agree with one another, there is nothing left to say.  The result is happy, 
wordless smiles.  Without negation, the argument, in its dialogic and creative 
senses, never starts. (p. 28)  
Utilizing a case study and action research approach to frame a basic thematic 
analysis, Tisue (1999) examined the influence of dialogue on decision-making in a 
family-owned business.  Tisue found seven themes that “describe the influence of 
dialogue on decision-making” (p. v).  Three themes related to dialogue: environment, 
listening, and learning; one theme emerged from facilitation: the facilitator’s role and 
responsibility; and two themes relate to decision-making: values, and practice.  The 
theme of time consistently appeared in all data sets.  Tisue stressed that family-owned 
businesses could extend their longevity by learning to improve their decision-making 
ability.  She hypothesized that one way to do this is by embracing collaborative learning 
skills such as dialogue. 
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Research in Social Knowledge Construction 
An underlying assumption of this study is that knowledge construction occurred 
in a collaborative learning environment in which dialogue was utilized as an avenue for 
shared inquiry.  Specifically, this research was designed to investigate how a particular 
group of adult graduate students perceived the social construction of knowledge.  
However, this research effort did not address, in any significant way, similarities or 
differences between social knowledge construction on one hand, and dialogue and 
collaborative learning on the other.  As a result, this chapter does not reference additional 
research concerning collaborative learning or dialogue. 
As mentioned earlier, few research studies have systematically addressed issues in 
social constructionism.  However, studies by Trujillo and Dionisopoulos (1987) and 
Young et al. (1997) focus specifically on social constructionism.  Trujillo and 
Dionisopoulos described how the drama of police work is socially constructed through 
the communication actions of law enforcement officers.  The researchers found that the 
officers they observed created organizational drama during their daily work routines to 
enliven their work and establish a level of passion.  Trujillo and Dionisopoulos argued 
the social construction of organizational drama was important for officers because it 1) 
allowed officers to develop special identities as members of an organization that face 
daily risks and hazards (i.e. allowed officers to dramatize their work), 2) promoted rituals 
whereby the officers displayed their commitment to the police organization, and 3) 
facilitated identification with a particular group (cops) as well as provided a venue for the 
expression of their dissatisfaction with two other groups (criminals and the public). 
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While studying the joint action between parents and adolescents during career 
negotiations, Young et al. (1997) applied conversation analysis to “reveal the socially 
constructed nature of career” (p. 72).  The authors utilized an action-theoretical approach 
adopting the concept of intentional and goal-directed action in place of behavior.  Young 
et al. found that career, and the meaning attached to it, were constructed through social, 
historical, and cultural relationships and actions.  The authors explored various 
mechanisms whereby parents and adolescents socially constructed the meaning of career. 
 In summary, both of these studies generalized little beyond their respective 
participant groups: police officers in the 1987 study, parents and their adolescents in the 
study from 1997.  Additionally, the 1987 study addressed how police officers socially 
constructed the organizational drama of their work and the 1997 study investigated joint 
action during career negotiation and the constructed meaning of career.  Consistent with a 
social constructionist framework, both of these studies focused on the social aspects of 
how meaning and knowledge is created.  In contrast, the summaries that follow describe 
research emulating from more of a constructivist orientation. 
In Women’s Ways of Knowing, Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule (1986) 
found that among some of the women they interviewed, a central feature of knowledge 
construction was the integration of voices.  For those women who seemed to make sense 
out of their world by constructing knowledge, this process was an integration of their 
inner voice or intuition, with what they had gathered from outside sources.  “They told of 
weaving together the strands of rational and emotive thought and of integrating objective 
and subjective knowing” (p. 134).  Rather than ignoring or diminishing their feelings and 
personal beliefs, these women combined this knowledge with “knowledge they had 
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learned from others” (p. 134).  This product, fused with their ability to reason, developed 
into what they came to know, through what they described as new ways of thinking.  
Although these authors discussed knowledge from the perspective of individual women 
and how they internally constructed knowledge, their research showed that a number of 
complex social relationships impact the process of knowing and ultimately what becomes 
known.  Furthermore, though these authors did not describe the process in social terms, 
the results they developed assumed a community of learners. 
 Belenky et al. (1986) devoted a section in their chapter concerning constructed 
knowledge to what they described as “real talk” (p. 144).  Participating in real talk related 
to the intent of sharing ideas with one another rather than simply expressing your 
opinion.  They said,  
 In didactic talk, each participant may report experience, but there is no attempt 
among participants to join together to arrive at some new understanding.  “Really 
talking” requires careful listening; it implies a mutually shared agreement that 
together you are creating the optimum setting so that half-baked or emergent ideas 
can grow.  “Real talk” reaches deep into the experience of each participant; it also 
draws on the analytical abilities of each.  Conversation, as constructivists describe 
it, includes discourse and exploration, talking and listening, questions, argument, 
speculation, and sharing. (p. 144) 
In a recent study, Kasworm (2003) researched the learning experiences of adult 
students in undergraduate programs.  Using a constructivist paradigm, Kasworm 
delineated five belief structures.  She chose to relate each of these in terms of a 
“knowledge voice:” a metaphor that revealed the underlying beliefs these students 
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possessed concerning the nature of knowledge and learning in relation to their lives in 
general (p. 86).  Her research fundamentally identified participants according to how they 
make meaning.  Although each group revealed unique learning contexts and views, the 
research generally found that activities in the classroom, life events, and prior experience 
together influenced meaning and learning. 
  In general, the four studies just mentioned were concerned with constructed 
knowledge.  Although these studies produce valuable results, they leave critical questions 
unanswered.  Some of these unanswered questions will be addressed by this research.  
These include questions concerning the social construction of new knowledge in a 
collaborative learning environment using dialogue, and the differences and similarities 
between joint knowledge construction and individual knowledge creation. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
Methodology 
 This chapter describes the methods used to conduct this study.  To reiterate, data 
for this qualitative case study consisted of interviews with graduate students, the 
researcher’s participant-observer field notes, and audiotape recordings of classroom 
dialogue.  The data were analyzed using thematic analysis intended to describe the 
elements of knowledge construction experienced by group participants.  This chapter 
includes a discussion of the study’s design, a description of participants, and the data 
collection and analysis procedures. 
Design Overview 
To explore the process of knowledge construction, a qualitative case study design 
was selected.  This type of design is appropriate whenever researchers are interested in 
ascertaining an in-depth understanding of process rather than outcomes (Merriam, 1998). 
Yin (1994) described a case study in terms of the research process when he stated, “A 
case study is an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within 
its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are 
not clearly evident” (p. 13).  A case study design is often chosen to investigate complex 
social situations where distinctions between process, phenomenon and context are blurred 
or unclear. 
Researchers who select case study as a research design will generally focus on a 
single entity, a case (Merriam, 1998; Stake, 1994).  Other phenomena inherently related 
to the case may become ultimately important, but the primary thrust of any case study 
should be the investigation of a case.  Merriam (1998) explained that some of the 
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confusion surrounding this approach is that the process cannot always be separated from 
the product and “unit of study” (p. 27).  Furthermore, because case study only 
necessitates focus on a single, well-bounded entity—the case—multiple methods of 
conducting research, in both quantitative and qualitative venues, are acceptable for its 
fruition. 
Case Study 
A case, according to Stake (1994), is bounded, specific and unique.  A case study 
is the examination of one event, a single subject, or the exploration of one particular issue 
(Merriam, 1988).  A person, a group, an agency, a department, or a system or process 
may all represent cases; however, not everything is a case.  Any subject, object, process 
or phenomenon that lacks boundedness and specificity would not be a case and any 
inquiry into furthering our understanding of its nature would be best served with an 
alternative research process.  A researcher may be interested in ascertaining what a case 
does or how it operates or why it behaves as it does, but these questions are relevant only 
so far as being asked about an entity that meets the definition.  In addition to the 
descriptions presented above, Stake (1994) explained that cases are identifiable because 
of their patterned behavior, integrated systems, and consistent and sequential attributes. 
At times a researcher’s attention remains solely with the phenomena associated 
with a single case and generalization is not a priority.  However, using a case for the 
building of theory or generalization of principles is often of more interest and frequently 
undertaken when the simple analysis of a case remains a secondary concern.  Frequently 
researchers are interested in developing theory or examining some phenomenon or 
construct external to the case (Stake, 1994). 
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In the instrumental case study the study of the case is not the end in itself but 
rather it provides an opportunity to further some other goal (Stake, 1994).  Stake 
characterized it as an instance where researchers identify and choose to study a case to 
further some other end.  A scenario might entail a case being selected because its study is 
thought to be instrumental in the development or refinement of theory.  As Stake 
purported, the choice of an instrumental case study requires the case to be scrutinized and 
analyzed, but this is done not to only provide useful information solely about the case, 
but rather to facilitate some external endeavor. 
This research used an instrumental case study approach.  Specific information 
relating only to the activities for a particular group of adult learners in a particular course 
was not the final goal of this research.  The research objective was to explore their 
perceptions of how knowledge was socially constructed.  However, these informants 
were invaluable to the study because of the insight they provided pertaining to how 
knowledge is socially constructed.  These students were instrumental in the development 
of the findings gleaned from the research data because they were responsible for its 
creation.  Furthermore, the results generated from this study are potentially useful for the 
refinement or generation of theory concerning the social construction of knowledge. 
 This qualitative research focused on a group of graduate students at The 
University of Tennessee who were enrolled in a graduate education course designed to 
explore dialogue using collaborative learning.  The phenomenon of knowledge 
construction, experienced by this group of students, represents the unit of study required 
for a case study approach.  To investigate the process of social knowledge construction a 
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case study design was selected because this approach was useful for exploring social 
knowledge construction experienced by this group of graduate students. 
Advantages of Case Study 
There are a number of advantages for using a case study approach in social 
science research.  One advantage is the role that case study can play in advancing 
knowledge.  Merriam (1998) claimed that a well-done case study offers its reader insights 
into meaning that helps illustrate and expand understanding: “These insights can be 
constructed as tentative hypotheses that help structure future research; hence, case study 
plays an important role in advancing a field’s knowledge base” (p. 41).  Case study also 
offers advantages for the explanation and illustration of complex phenomenon.  This type 
of investigation of any phenomena using multiple variables and a foundation in real-life 
situations offers a rich and grounded account of an event (Merriam, 1998).   
A case study approach is not a method for conducting research (Stake, 1994).  It 
is however a strategy for conducting empirical investigation consistent with many forms 
of research methods (Yin, 1994).  Unlike other research approaches, case study does not 
require any specific methods for data collection or analysis (Merriam, 1998).  It can be 
accomplished using several different methods and using any mixture of qualitative or 
quantitative evidence.   
Other characteristics of case study, helping separate it from other forms of 
research approaches include the focus on a single unit of study and the close proximity 
between the researcher and the phenomenon of interest.  This type of research is also a 
concentrated inquiry that permits a wide rather than a narrow focus.  This is not to 
suggest that case study does not require the critical analysis of an entity in-depth, but 
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rather case study research is an all-encompassing strategy because researchers can use it 
to investigate a case using multiple methods and data sources to uncover as many 
complexities of the case as possible.   
This study identified themes that relate to how participants socially constructed 
knowledge.  These themes can be used as potential hypotheses for further research.  The 
development of themes based on various sources of data generated from actual classroom 
activities helped clarify and simplify a very sophisticated process.  Triangulation of data 
collection methods was used to reduce the limitations associated with using only one 
collection method (Maxwell, 1996) and to help ascertain themes of a complex activity.  
Clearly, the social construction of knowledge perceived by these participants represents a 
unit of study, and the researcher, as participant-observer, was in close proximity to the 
researched activities. (The author of this study was a student in the class and, as a 
participant-observer, collected data in the form of notes.) 
Participants 
Fourteen adult graduate students (including the participant-observer) enrolled in 
and completed the course.  These students were all College of Education students at The 
University of Tennessee; the majority were majors either in collaborative learning or 
adult education.  The course met in May 1999, during spring semester (mini-term), for a 
period of three weeks.  The course title was Special Topics: Dialogue.  Each class period 
lasted approximately four and one-half hours, from 5:30 to 10 pm, Monday, Wednesday, 
and Thursday (total of nine class periods).  Class demographics were as follows: nine 
women and five men; two masters students, twelve doctoral students; three were enrolled 
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as part-time students, eleven were full-time students; four were employed part-time and 
ten were employed full-time. 
The class met in a typical university classroom: windows along one side with 
white-boards on two of the three walls.  Students sat behind six-foot-long tables on hard 
plastic chairs.  The tables were rearranged into an octagon prior to each class so students 
could mostly face each other.  Belief that a level of comfort helps facilitate discourse led 
the instructor to dim overhead florescent lights and light candles prior to the beginning of 
every class. 
On the first night of class the instructor indicated that his main objective of this 
course was for students to learn about dialogue by participating in dialogue.  To further 
this end students were encouraged to experience dialogic methods of conversation while 
simultaneously exploring topics relating to dialogue.  To help facilitate course goals 
students were expected to attend every class and verbally participate to the extent 
possible.  Additionally, each student was asked to keep a written journal that chronicled 
personal reflections relating to the course or the material discussed, and during class time 
students were encouraged to share any entries from their journal that seemed relevant.  
These journal entries played an important part in providing substance for group dialogue.  
At the end of every class, approximately 30 minutes were used as a debriefing period 
where each student was encouraged to share reflections on his or her experience in class. 
Debriefings often provided space for students to contribute.  This proved to be a valuable 
experience, because for some students, this debriefing period was the only time they were 
able or willing to verbally participate. 
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In this particular course the faculty member was an equal participant in the 
learning process.  Instead of teaching students about dialogue, or simply leading 
discussions concerning the topic, the faculty member explored dialogue issues with 
students while facilitating engagement in dialogue.  As instructor, the faculty member 
was ultimately responsible for the course’s content and organization.  However, during 
the three-week duration many students participated in leading effective discussions, 
potentially enhancing their skill in the utilization of facilitation techniques.  Learning 
how to help facilitate dialogue was an objective voiced by several students on the first 
night of class. 
Although individual students often served as facilitators, this particular course 
differed from some other classes that utilize group facilitation techniques.  In this course, 
the faculty member participated as a member of the learner community.  The professor 
did not necessarily have any special knowledge of course content; at least not at a level 
that differed markedly from knowledge held by other course participants.  He had 
expertise associated with collaborative learning and dialogue processes, but some course 
participants were equally versed in some of these skills.  In addition, his manner of 
participation reflected the attitude that his opinions and perceptions were of no greater 
value than that of any other student.  A determined willingness on the part of students to 
accept him as a peer was partly shaped in previous courses by his respect and admiration 
for students. 
In many ways this course was a continuation of previous courses taught by this 
professor that many of the participants had completed.  In some of these previous courses 
students experienced reflective practice and collaborative learning.  In these courses, 
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students developed an appreciation and understanding of dialogue and collaborative 
learning by developing and practicing skills designed to facilitate effective 
communication.  In the course utilized in this study, students were encouraged to refine 
their general communication abilities by practicing various dialogue skills.  Some of 
these included 1) suspending assumptions, 2) respecting others, 3) asking questions, and 
4) reflecting on group process. 
Procedures and Data Collection 
 The researcher collected data from three sources: 1) interviews with group 
participants, 2) participant-observer notes collected by the researcher, and 3) audiotape 
recordings of group dialogue from each class meeting.  The utilization of multiple 
sources of data allows the researcher to develop “converging lines of inquiry” (Yin, 1994, 
p. 92).  This is a process of triangulation that strengthens a study by supporting previous 
data (e.g. interview data) with corroboratory evidence (e.g. audiotape recordings of 
classroom conversation).  Case study offers researchers the opportunity to use multiple 
data sources for corroboration that far exceed the levels found in other research 
techniques (Yin, 1994). 
Interviews.  Interviewing participants is a potentially potent source of data for a 
case study analysis, “because most case studies are about human affairs.  These human 
affairs should be reported and interpreted through the eyes of specific interviewees, and 
well-informed respondents can provide important insights into a situation” (Yin, 1994, p. 
85).  Participant interviews were the main sources of data concerning how students 
perceived the social construction of knowledge. 
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Immediately following course completion, the researcher conducted interviews 
using a semi-structured interviewing approach.  Such an approach assumes that 
respondents view the world in unique ways and this uniqueness is important to record 
(Merriam, 1998).  This type of interview is guided both by a set of specific questions and 
by more open-ended questions that address issues to be explored. “This format allows the 
researcher to respond to the situation at hand, to the emerging worldview of the 
respondent, and to new ideas on the topic” (Merriam, 1998, p. 74).  
Participants were interviewed in June, July, August, and September 1999.  All 
participants were interviewed once and each interview’s duration was approximately 50 
minutes.  All of the interviews were audiotaped.  The tapes were later transcribed 
verbatim and all participants were assigned pseudonyms to protect confidentiality. 
Most of the participant interviews were conducted in a typical university 
classroom.  Two interviews were completed in a faculty office, one interview was 
completed in the office of a local church, and one interview was held in the office of a 
participant’s place of business.  Following a brief explanation of the proposed research, 
and after participants were guaranteed confidentiality and signed a participation 
statement, each participant was asked the following set of questions in order: 
1. What was the experience like for you? 
2. What is your definition of knowledge? 
3. What is your definition of knowledge construction? 
4. Did we construct knowledge? 
5. Did we construct group knowledge? 
6. Did you construct individual knowledge? 
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During interviews each participant was also asked a unique set of questions that 
were formed by the researcher ad hoc in response to each interviewee’s answers to the 
above questions.  For example, after the questions “Did we construct knowledge?” and 
“Did we (you) construct group (individual) knowledge?” participants were often asked 
follow-up questions such as “When did this happen?, How did you know?, What was it 
like for you?, How did it make you feel?,” meant to help ascertain additional useful 
responses concerning the construction of knowledge. 
Participant-observation.  Just as interviewing is an important data collection 
method, participant-observation also offers an opportunity to collect pertinent 
information.  This type of data gathering places the researcher in the natural setting where 
the phenomenon is occurring and represents a firsthand look at the phenomenon rather 
than relying on secondhand information from an interview (Merriam, 1998).  Participant-
observation provides a viewpoint available only to those who experience the event 
directly.  Yin suggested that this might be invaluable for experiencing an “accurate 
portrayal of a case study phenomenon” (Yin, 1994, p. 88).  The researcher recorded notes 
during and after each class session that speculated, recorded thoughts and feelings, 
created analogies, and developed concepts in relation to the phenomena of interest.  
These notes were used to complement the information that emerged from participant 
interviews. 
 Audiotape recordings.  The final data collection method was the use of the 
audiotape classroom conversation of group dialogue.  Each class session was audiotaped 
in its entirety and this data also supplemented the participant interview tapes.  This 
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technique assisted the researcher with understanding the process by providing a record of 
all conversations. 
Data Analysis 
 Spradley (1980), in his text about conducting ethnography studies, claims that 
much of cultural knowledge cannot be observed directly by a researcher. (Either because 
the researcher is unfamiliar with the cultural knowledge held by the group being 
researched or the knowledge is tacit to cultural members.) This implies that researchers 
must make inferences from what people say, what they do, and how they act, to help 
uncover what they know.  Just as people who belong to a culture first learn to assimilate 
into that culture by making inferences, so must a researcher make inferences when trying 
to uncover knowledge concerning members of a group.  Spradley (1980) said, “Making 
inferences involves reasoning from evidence (what we perceive) or from premises (what 
we assume)” [parenthesis in original] (p. 10).  A researcher must constantly make 
inferences about what people know; from what they say, and from what they do.  At first 
these inferences resemble loosely constructed hypotheses that require subjection to 
additional verification, but after mounting evidence that either supports or refutes, 
adequate description of the phenomenon in question becomes possible. 
 Using methods similar to those used by Bogdan and Biklen (1992) the researcher 
searched the data for patterns and topics to be used as themes.  Following LeCompte and 
Schensul (1999) and what they call The Item Level of Analysis (p. 68), the researcher 
categorized the data with themes as follows: 
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1. All of the data from student interviews were transcribed.  The researcher 
read through all the transcriptions several times before assigning a theme 
(or themes) to the answer for each question for each respondent.   
2. The researcher looked for opportunities to aggregate themes for each 
question across respondents.  For example, if several respondents seemed 
to be indicating in their responses to the first question that group cohesion 
is important, cohesion would be one likely theme for that question.  It was 
assumed that multiple themes would result from each question. 
3. Using themes that were developed from participant interviews, audiotape 
recordings of classroom conversation, and participant-observer notes were 
searched for utterances, concepts, ideas, etc. that could be arranged into 
these themes.  On several occasions, data from these secondary sources 
led to new themes. 
4. In addition to developing a set of themes per question, the researcher was 
also concerned with the development of a set of overall themes, or 
categories of themes, for the study as a whole. 
5. By analyzing themes across questions, thematic categories were produced 
for the study as a whole.  These overall themes are reported in Chapter 
Four and discussed in Chapter Five. 
This study explores phenomena surrounding the social construction of knowledge 
as evidenced by conversations among these graduate students while involved in the study 
of dialogue.  In particular, the objective for this study is concerned with students’ 
perceptions of how they negotiated meaning and constructed knowledge.  How other 
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individuals in different situations construct knowledge remains outside the boundaries of 
this research; however, results from this study are expected to contribute to social 
constructionist literature. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Results 
 These results are the product of a thematic analysis intended to describe the 
process of knowledge construction experienced by a specific group of graduate students 
participating in a course on dialogue.  The data for this study came from interviews with 
course participants, the researcher’s participant-observation notes, and audiotape 
recordings of classroom dialogue.  The results are presented as overall themes that 
emerged from the data.  The themes are supported by quotations taken from participant 
interviews and classroom conversations.  Student names in Chapters Four and Five are 
pseudonyms, assigned to protect confidentiality. 
Analysis of data revealed the following seven themes: 1) exploration, 2) 
nonparticipation, 3) respect, 4) frustration, 5) congruence, 6) reflection on experience, 
and 7) feelings.  Each of these themes is described below, with examples drawn from 
what participants said during interviews and during the course.  The results are discussed 
in Chapter Five. 
Theme: Exploration 
 The theme exploration describes a journey of learning that students took together.  
Through dialogue, students learned about each other, about themselves, and about the 
situations their conversations produced.  Because students in this course were not 
required to learn a pre-determined body of knowledge (e.g. there were no textbooks to 
read or lectures to comprehend), the course goal was different in nature from those in 
most other graduate courses.  In other words, although the course goal was to learn about 
dialogue, the means to this end was not simply student assimilation of already existing 
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information.  Using dialogue as a mode of conversation, students were granted the 
opportunity to explore whatever ideas and issues were deemed interesting or potentially 
valuable. 
During participant interviews many of the students shared their belief that they 
had learned something new at various times during the course.  Many students also spoke 
about activities in class representing a new way of learning for them.  The newness of 
what was accomplished and the nature of how it was done, suggested exploration.  
Exploration relates to the experiences and processes associated with how they learned 
together.  When asked to think of an example of when knowledge was constructed by the 
group, one participant said the following: 
The night that Ken [the instructor] was talking about kinds of knowledge—Was 
there a fourth kind?  That was a different concept to me, to us, it was like looking 
from above, and those concepts were new to me.  In our conversation together—
every meeting—there was a certain amount of construction going on.  Knowledge 
was always being created, whether it was new, unique, or different; it never 
existed before, would never exist again, but in that place, in that moment, we 
constructed knowledge.   
The student said later in his interview that, on the night when we explored 
different cultures, he believed knowledge was being shared.  He said, 
One night we focused on other cultures—the African way—telling stories, etc.  I 
think that night when the whole group was focusing on different cultures we were 
creating knowledge together.  Together that night as a group we were exploring 
different possibilities.  More of a knowledge being shared among participants 
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rather than knowledge created.  Another was when Ken [the instructor] talked 
about different kinds of knowledge being collectively held.  When Steve brought 
in that figure—representation of what we did.  That was knowledge construction. 
Many students articulated a belief that we did construct group knowledge and 
several students implied exploration being associated with group knowledge construction.  
When one student was asked for a definition of knowledge construction during her 
participant interview, she talked hypothetically about its social aspects.  Elaborating, she 
said, 
Social construction of knowledge is when an idea is formed, that would not have 
been formed had not multiple people been together, and then building on the 
knowledge, and ripple effect knowledge has when they are sharing with each 
other.  I heard this from Ken once, in terms of social construction.  One person 
asking a question and that question creating knowledge.  Needed two people for 
knowledge construction.  For example, the question “Why did you wear an orange 
shirt?” would create a response.  It took a question to stimulate a response, which 
was formed, socially constructed.  Took two people. 
Continuing, she said, 
 I thought at first it took at least two people physically together, or communicating 
in real time.  But I have been busy doing email and now I think, well, it might be 
true in other instances.  For example, I will have answered something 
thoroughly—I think—but then I get a question and it opens a whole other path for 
me, for us, to go down.  People do not have to be together in real time and it is all 
very dynamic, fluid. 
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A review of audiotape recordings supported the idea that students jointly explored 
various topics of interest.  For example, on the first night of class, Ken discussed his 
interpretation of four types of knowledge.  During that class many of the students who 
participated spoke at length about this representing new information.  However, 
information concerning the four types was not just disseminated to students by the 
professor.  Students were encouraged to participate in the learning process by sharing 
their understanding of these types.  In the end, the class as a whole helped create a shared 
understanding of each of these by participating in the process that led to their creation.  
Another shared understanding that was jointly created related to the nature of dialogue. 
During participant interviews, students often expressed the belief that dialogue 
was difficult for the group to achieve and maintain.  This difficulty was partly responsible 
for classroom conversations in which students attempted to ascertain reasons for this 
result.  This led students to consider the naturalness of dialogue.  The next several 
paragraphs illustrate how course participants jointly explored one aspect of dialogue and 
the data came from a review of audiotape recordings of classroom conversations.  These 
conversations were important because they illustrated instances of course participants 
exploring beliefs while constructing shared knowledge.  The theme of exploration is 
supported by the specific conversations that occurred concerning whether or not dialogue 
is a natural process.   
In one class, several students discussed their belief that dialogue was a natural 
process.  That dialogue tends to occur automatically or that it is inherent when people 
converse.  Later, the students said that dialogue was possibly a natural activity for certain 
groups of people, but not for others.  For example, several students suggested that 
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perhaps dialogue occurs naturally in African American and Native American cultures.  
One student wondered aloud if “some cultures do it better then others.” However, during 
the next class, a student (Gail) who had supported the idea that dialogue occurs naturally, 
modified her belief by attaching conditions. 
Implying either shared purpose or commonality among participants, Gail argued 
that it takes a community to achieve successful dialogue.  Therefore, because dialogue 
requires a condition to develop, she believed it did not occur naturally.  In later 
conversations, some of her beliefs were supported by comments from other students.  In 
particular, one student talked about the need to “foster” and “promote” dialogue.  These 
statements, made in part to contradict the belief that dialogue occurs naturally, were an 
extension of the discussion from the previous class. 
Later the same night, several participants discussed the possibility that perhaps 
dialogue was a natural activity but may be subordinate to other ways of talking.  Tom 
commented that perhaps “dialogue begins when the games are over.” He was referring to 
the potential of dialogue in business organizations and he explained by saying that when 
employees (say, in a meeting) suspend their personal agendas, quit posturing, and deflate 
their egos, perhaps real dialogue begins.  Building on what Tom had said, someone 
suggested that perhaps dialogue was natural because it was the foundation of 
conversation when artificial attempts at communication are discarded.  Tom also 
explained his belief that, because so often people talk in “these unnatural ways,” dialogue 
doesn’t naturally appear. 
The discussion concerning the naturalness of dialogue indicated group members 
participated in an exploratory process.  During the exchanges summarized above, 
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participation was fairly balanced and they were significant partly because participants 
jointly explored constructed variations concerning the definition of dialogue.  Also 
notable was that this exploration did not proceed in a strictly linear fashion.  Participants 
tested ideas on one another and sometimes a participant reversed course and contradicted 
an earlier position, although there were very few instances of one participant directly 
contradicting what another had said.  For the most part, participants built on the ideas of 
others after questioning for clarification or explanation.  By building onto what other 
group members had stated, participants explored several meanings related to aspects of 
dialogue and created a shared understanding of dialogue.  Students also implied an 
exploratory process when they discussed their perceptions of knowledge that is 
collectively held (shared meaning). 
During one participant interview, a student discussed what he thought would help 
make knowledge collectively held.  His comments were interesting because he talked not 
only about sharing knowledge but also about inviting people to become part of the 
knowledge construction process.  When asked what we could do to make knowledge 
collectively held, he said this: 
Just throw it out—an invitation—to go on with you.  Share your experiences, 
share what you know.  If people are interested they are invited.  If they go on 
along with you, you know, gives them an opportunity and yourself an 
opportunity. 
Several students commented that knowledge construction happens continuously.  
For example the following quotation demonstrated one participant’s belief that 
knowledge construction happens between people even in the most unlikely situations.  He 
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said, “Happens all the time.  We are discussing things right now.  We are constructing 
knowledge right now.  When I had a physical exam—we were conversing—we were 
constructing knowledge—one hour.” 
When asked for a definition of knowledge construction, several students talked 
about it as being a social process; constructed knowledge resulting from people coming 
together.  One student had this to say: “I think of it as producing—people are producing 
ideas, meanings, understandings, that did not exist before, when engaged on a topic.”  
Another said that it was a contribution by two or more people. “Possessions that neither 
or none would have had on their own.” Another talked about it in terms of the 
relationships between people and the images imagined and shared. 
Data relating to exploration also implied that participation was an important part 
of the process.  Participation may seem to be such an obvious component of knowledge 
created in a social setting that its inclusion, as a category, would appear to be 
unquestionable.  However, data analysis suggested that the lack of participation, or 
nonparticipation, was an area of concern for students. 
Theme: Nonparticipation 
This theme relates to the nature of student participation.  During interviews 
students specifically discussed how nonparticipation impacted their conversational 
processes.  The theme nonparticipation includes the aspects of exclusion, student 
absences, and the incidence of remaining silent during class instead of verbally 
participating.    
Exclusion seemed to be a common topic for many course participants.  In 
particular, several students felt that not creating space for one or more individuals had a 
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profound effect on the knowledge creation process.  When asked about how he felt when 
knowledge was constructed by the group and collectively held, one participant used the 
opportunity to give his impression of how he perceived some people were excluded.  He 
said the following: 
 I felt there were times in that class when people were excluded.  Maybe they were 
or maybe they were not.  They were not invited to go on.  They did not have an 
invitation.  They were not invited to come on together.  I think they were cut-off 
by others—interrupted by others. “Your opinion is not welcome.” I felt that 
[personally] once—only once—did not really bother me. 
When this student was asked if he thought exclusion disrupts knowledge construction, he 
said this: 
 I thought it [knowledge construction] stopped for a couple of meetings.  I think 
that if you are talking about society, classes, any organization, etc.—if the person 
at the top shuts somebody down, then the other people are not going to be free.  
They will all wonder when they will be shut down.  It just hinders that flow.  
Unless the person just looks at it and keeps going—lets it go.  Power issues are 
important in this. 
During another participant interview, Jane discussed her perception of how one 
student ignored or attempted to exclude another student.  Jane said, “There was one 
person in class who would get upset when another person [a friend of Jane’s] would 
respond to her.  That person [who would get upset], she felt, would overlook her thoughts 
and feelings and concerns.  Switch to something else.” Jane indicated that she attempted 
to help reduce the exclusion by trying to communicate more with both students.  Jane 
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said, “From that experience I put a little more effort into relating to both individuals.  I 
tried to converse more with both.  That was my way to deal with the situation.  To get to 
know both of them.” Jane admitted that she was unsure if her mediation was successful 
but she said it allowed her the opportunity to better understand both. 
Just as exclusion seemed to impact the dialogue process, so did student absences.  
These absences affected both the students in attendance and those who were not.  Among 
students who missed at least one class, several articulated their perception of the impacts 
they experienced from their absences.  In general, these effects were manifest in one of 
two ways.  First, students said they sensed that they had missed something important 
while absent, or second, when they returned to class, they no longer felt part of the group. 
For example, during the second night of class, a revealing dialogue occurred 
between two course participants.  Betty had been asking several people questions.  Ben 
inquired why she was asking so many questions.  She said that she was asking because 
she had been absent the night before and she was starting to “feel like an intruder.” At 
this point Betty talked briefly about how she now knew why Ken (the instructor) had 
stressed to everyone how important it was that everyone attend each class.  Betty 
explained that when a student was absent, in addition to potentially missing important 
pieces of information, the student may also “feel left out.” She believed that this feeling 
carries over to subsequent classes, implying effects on the dialogue process. 
Betty’s comments spoke to the importance of attendance in terms of group 
connectedness.  In her participant interview Gail also described feeling unconnected to 
the group when she returned to class after being absent for one evening.  She said the 
following: 
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 I had been absent the class period before and so I really felt out of it.  I didn’t feel 
connected to the group or what the group was talking about.  It wasn’t so much 
that the group was talking about things from the previous class, because they 
weren’t.  They were talking about new stuff but for some reason, because I had 
missed, it was like the group had evolved into some new thing, and it was like I 
didn’t fit anymore.  So I just sat and listened for a while before I said anything.  
And it was funny, but I remember feeling that before I spoke I still really didn’t 
feel like I had anything important to say.  I still did not feel connected.  But once I 
spoke, I almost immediately felt connected and felt like I was part of the dialogue.  
It was not that I first felt connected, and then I could speak.  I first had to speak, 
and then I connected with the group.  It was really weird. 
In summary, students who missed classes often reported feeling “left out” or 
“lost.” However, students attending classes in which other students were absent also 
reported negative impacts.  The following paragraph is a quote from a student who 
articulated how student absences affected him.  Tom said, 
One thing that was really good.  New for me was the night that Ken shared about 
people who were absent.  How we missed them.  How their voice is still there.  Or 
miss their voice not being there or what you miss by their voice not being or what 
you miss by the person not being there.  Yet a lot of times their voice was there 
[though the person was absent].  Sometimes a person is not there but their 
presence is still there.  We miss them but they are still speaking. 
Tom said when a student missed class, he sometimes felt their voice could still be 
heard.  When asked to elaborate, he said that we miss more than just their knowledge; we 
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miss the person.  He said, “When someone is not there I can imagine what they would 
have said.  Sometimes when somebody says something, in my mind I think ‘Okay, now it 
is time for so-and-so to say something.”’ Data from recorded classroom conversations 
confirmed that at least one other student shared the belief that we “miss” the voices of 
students who are absent and we forfeit their potential contributions. 
During one class, Jan shared her thoughts concerning the importance of 
attendance.  That night she remarked that the group was different whenever students were 
absent.  Jan talked at length that class specifically about how she missed Lori. (Lori 
happened to be absent that evening.) Jan said when the group was stuck struggling to 
understand a difficult concept or idea, she remembered that Lori would always ask a 
question.  Jan believed that Lori’s question somehow allowed the group to circumvent the 
problem that was stopping the dialogue.  So, in addition to the information that Lori 
could contribute in any given class, her presence served one other important purpose for 
the group: her comments often served as devices to overcome blocks hindering the flow 
of conversation.  Jan’s comments concerning nonparticipation seemed to closely 
approximate what Tom had said. 
Just as student absences were noticed, students who remained silent also seemed 
to impact group behavior.  (Silence is another aspect of the category nonparticipation.) In 
terms of people who were noticeably silent during a particular class, one participant said 
the following in her interview: 
 Is it an individual’s and group’s responsibility to structure dialogue so that 
everyone can find their place?—I think it is.  I think that consideration is 
important, and it may be group specific.  If we knew how to do it we could do it.  
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Depends in part on the individual and the group.  If someone has a hard time 
hooking-in it is part of their responsibility to find out how to get in. 
Several minutes later this participant described what she felt when a member of 
the group remained silent.  She said, 
 I am so in-tune to people not talking.  That bothers me so—worries me.  It 
diminishes my experience.  I’m worried that we are not giving space.  I know they 
have things to say.  It is a conscious decision to give or not give space. 
Lack of participation is very much related to the next theme category: respect.   
Obviously, students intentionally excluding other students demonstrated a lack of respect.  
However, a number of participants also expressed concern that the group as a whole 
might have been culpable in not creating enough space for everyone to freely participate.  
Student perceptions that participation was not always fully encouraged led to the 
development of the theme respect. 
Theme: Respect 
 This theme developed from situations in which participants perceived either the 
process of knowledge construction was not being respected, or individual students not 
being respected, or both.  For example, when a student was interrupted, ignored, or 
excluded, this was perceived as a lack of respect for the person.  Also, not asking a 
participant for explanation or clarification after that student made comments was often 
perceived to be failure to respect the process.  In general, lack of respect for the 
knowledge construction process occurred when individuals failed to build on other 
students’ contribution to a conversation.  For example, one participant had this to say 
about the relationship between respect and knowledge construction.  She said, 
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 If you don’t respect what I say, it does not matter what kind of technique, or 
questions are used, or methods . . . If I don’t sense a trust or sense of respect for 
what I say—and you can see those things—no voice.  That may have as much of a 
bearing on knowledge construction success as anything else. 
Later, this participant explained some of the ramifications from when respect is 
not given.  She said, 
In the group I sensed a resentment, resistance, against a couple of people about 
something.  When these people spoke, their words were not as received as well as 
others.  People see this and know what is going on.  The person who is shut down 
can sense this.  That person can sense that.  They can and they do. 
An outside observer (Anthony) attended each class session, and during one class, 
he was asked to comment on what he was observing.  During that particular class 
students evidently were struggling to maintain dialogue.  Part of the outside observer’s 
comments related to this struggle.  During a participant interview, one student 
paraphrased Anthony’s comments about our inability or unwillingness to show respect.  
Reflecting, she said, 
 He was very straight-forward.  It bothered him—that he could not participate.  
[He was an outside observer and generally did not participate in discussions.] He 
did not feel that any of us were getting what we could be getting out of the 
discussion because we were not—he did not use respect—we were not respectful 
to take time to consider or understand what others had said.  Randomness.  He 
said that he was hearing a lot of sound bites.  We were not staying with someone.  
No social construction of knowledge because we would not respect a topic or 
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respect what an individual had to say long enough.  Then [after he was finished 
talking] we responded defensively.  We responded exactly how he was talking 
about in response to his criticism.  It was angering. 
Anthony had said that students would sometimes fail to attend to dialogue by 
conversing about a series of unrelated topics.  This was called “popcorning.” Course 
participants developed the meaning of “popcorning,” and it referred to occasions when 
students would “popcorn” by rapidly expressing utterances that seemed to be unrelated.  
Students commented that “popcorning” substituted for complete listening, considering, 
and building on previous conversations.  On other occasions, long pauses following 
abrupt shifts in conversation topics marked instances when students struggled to achieve 
dialogue.   
For example, one night a student said the following: “I want to say something that 
kind-of relates to what Vicki said.”  This student then proceeded to speak, but her 
comments were unrelated to Vicki’s previous statements.  Participant-observer notes 
taken on similar occasions suggested that students were frustrated with the process; they 
often seemed to not know how to continue with conversations that were disjointed or 
discontinuous.  The notes suggested that some participants looked as if they wanted to 
say, “I don’t know what to do with what was just said.” These long moments of hesitation 
marked disruptions in the knowledge construction process.  These were indicative of a 
failure to build on a particular topic.  Like in “popcorning,” dialogue and the construction 
process would falter when a participant failed to verbally build on what another student 
had said. 
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One night the conversation revolved around questioning and the roles of 
questions.  Ken indicated that when someone asks a question in order to cultivate a 
specific response, they miss an opportunity to create shared knowledge.  He said when 
someone asks a question and they are attempting to lead the respondent toward a type of 
response, or they are attempting to suggest an answer (leading and loaded questions are 
examples), the question serves more as a device to advance the speaker’s agenda than as 
a tool that promotes dialogue.  Ken suggested questions that are designed to uncover 
meanings and understandings such as “Tell me more about that” and “What do you mean 
by that” are effective in facilitating dialogue and promoting new learning. 
Theme: Frustration 
Several participants described the dialogue experience as frustrating and 
disappointing.  They expressed frustration with what was perceived to be a not-infrequent 
inability to successfully engage in dialogue and the subsequent lack of knowledge 
construction.  Many of these students were also disappointed because they believed that 
everyone in the course possessed knowledge and skill sufficient to participate in dialogue 
and had successfully done so on previous occasions.  One participant said the following: 
I had a lot of hopes around that experience [the course] and hoped that we would 
really get in and experience it [dialogue].  The first night I said that my goal—my 
only goal—was to experience dialogue.  I heard a lot of talk about it and I wanted 
to experience it, and there were times when I thought we did match my concepts 
of the experience of dialogue.  Other times I did not experience as much as I 
would have liked to experience.  
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When the same student was asked to elaborate about his frustration and about 
how sometimes failing to achieve dialogue made him feel, he said the following: 
Well at first—one time in particular—I was really frustrated about it.  But then 
the frustration was just my own thinking, my own thoughts.  So I took it because I 
was invested.  Because I said I want to experience dialogue.  That was my 
investment in class.  I wanted to help it along.  Then when we did not experience 
it—we talked about various other topics—which we may have dialogued 
around—but we really were not dialoguing.  I did not feel good.  But then I 
realized that my feeling was a product of my own thinking, because of my 
investment in wanting to experience dialogue.  Then I lightened-up.  I looked at it 
humorously.  I enjoyed it. 
The student went on to explain that there seemed to be different and sometimes 
opposing methods concerning the process of dialogue.  He believed some students had 
been exposed to particular writers, espousing certain ideas concerning dialogue, whereas 
other students embraced different concepts.  This student felt that the multiple ways of 
experiencing dialogue presented a problem.  Explaining, he said, 
There were opposing views on dialogue—from different writers.  I came in with 
one idea and there were several others.  What I had read, Bohm and Isaacs, and so 
on, was what I was looking for.  As it turned out the class seemed to be more like 
Reflective Practice [the name of a previous course, which most of the students 
had completed, and where participants learned how to suspend assumptions and 
reflect on processes to help achieve productive discourse] as opposed to what I 
think is dialogue.  “Stop the music” and that stuff is not the heart of dialogue.  It 
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may be part of learning how to do dialogue—I don’t know that it is part of 
dialogue.  I did not experience as much as I would have liked to experience.  My 
focus was on doing dialogue—not learning about doing dialogue. 
Other members of the group were also confused about which dialogue tools were 
most relevant.  However, according to recorded classroom conversations, some students 
voiced frustration not just with using an inappropriate tool (such as the student’s claim 
above) but with being presented with too many types of dialogue from which to choose, 
and as a result, failing to choose any. 
Another participant also described an awareness of frustration with the process, 
but he indicated that some of his frustration stemmed from the difficulty associated with 
both achieving and maintaining dialogue.  He felt that dialogue does not automatically 
occur and it is not a natural process.  He talked about dialogue’s elusive nature when he 
said that dialogue is frequently difficult to start, and sometimes the process occurs 
slowly, and once achieved it becomes important to attend to the process.  He said, 
Part of my frustration was in my reaction to Ken’s belief that we were just not 
getting it.  And he was right, we were not doing it.  Because we were talking all 
around dialogue but not dialoguing.  It was like we could not get it into gear.  We 
kept trying at it and tugging at it but not doing it.  In some respects we were 
having light conversation with people laughing all the time and we would catch 
ourselves and say, “Wait, we are supposed to be dialoguing.” This was when we 
thought we were doing it pretty well.  It took awhile to get into the flow of it.  To 
get from inside our heads to out where things were going on between us.    
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Frustrations were not just restricted to the group’s ability to achieve dialogue.  
Sometimes the frustration stemmed not from failure at the group level but at the level of 
the individual.  As an example, another course participant said this during her interview: 
The night that Ken was at the library making copies, both Steve and Betty were in 
agreement simultaneously that the music must be stopped [i.e. stop the discussion 
to reflect on the process], and I had no understanding why—but they did clearly.  
It makes me think that I do not have the ability to step back and see anything that 
is going on because that also happened on another class night.  Again, one of 
those two said “I think it is time to stop the music” and the other said immediately 
“Yes, I think so too.” Again I did not know.  But they had a very clear 
understanding that it was time to stop. 
Another common source of frustration was the result of perceived time pressure.  
Because the course length was only three weeks, several students admitted during their 
participant interviews that they felt an unsettling sense of urgency in several of the 
earliest class meetings.  They expressed their belief that because we had relatively few 
days to complete the course, a common understanding developed indicating it was 
extremely important that dialogue commence as early in the evening as possible.  
Unfortunately, the apparent haste either directly confounded the process or seemed to 
exacerbate the belief that dialogue was difficult to achieve on a consistent basis. 
 At least two students indicated that having a purpose is an essential part of 
dialogue.  These students felt that lack of a clear purpose seemed to stifle group learning 
and contributed to some of the frustration discussed previously.  One student recalled the 
following: 
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 To be scheduled to come together, there has to be a purpose.  Otherwise those 
people would not be scheduling that time to be together.  Ken had talked about 
pre-determined purpose to be prior to learning or allow collaborative learning to 
happen.  The dialogue class supported that.  When people come together they 
have something in mind prior to making that commitment—to make you feel like 
you are accomplishing something.  Without that anchor people go off in different 
directions. 
She went on to say that many of the dialogue articles discussed during class written 
prescriptively.  These articles seemed to support the notion that both learning and 
dialogue activities are more effective when groups have a central concern on which to 
concentrate. 
Theme: Congruence 
To experience congruence means to achieve harmony.  Achieving harmony 
implies multiple participants thinking together.  For many course participants, classroom 
participation often reflected a collectiveness of thought that suggested course members 
had achieved a level of congruence with one another.  An example of congruence was 
when multiple students shared similar thoughts. 
Congruence consistently appeared in participant interviews and in participant-
observer notes.  When describing how the group constructed knowledge, one participant 
said the following: 
 The times you recognized that the group constructed knowledge is when you are 
back with the group.  It comes back.  Like you were all there, and now that you 
are all here, certain things don’t have to be said.  Can understand by subtle 
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gestures and comments, and that is held by the group.  And it was most obvious 
when people were not there.  We [the people who had not been absent] all know 
what we are talking about but the person who comes in is clueless.  They have no 
connection.  It is a bonding thing. 
When asked if he knew of any specific examples about this bonding or 
connectivity, he developed the following illustration: 
 It is like when a group of people all go to a conference.  They can say things 
about something, let’s say a lemon, and they all know what they are talking about.  
But if I wasn’t there, I don’t know much about it.  Even if they told me about it—
this lemon—I still would not be part of that knowledge because I had not 
participated. 
This student noted that even when a group is talking about something that is 
easily understood, and by most accounts is a homogeneous, static, and identifiable entity, 
like a lemon, in each conversation that thing develops into something unique.  Even if the 
conversation concerns something previously discussed, each time the topic evolves into 
something unique.  So, ultimately, this one-of-a-kind lemon is created.  This particular 
lemon has never been created before and it will never be created again.  
When asked how he knew that knowledge was collectively held, another student 
commented: 
 A majority of people were involved in the conversation.  Or later on were 
involved in the conversation or commenting on or asking questions or were being 
inquisitive.  Folks that were experiencing it were actively engaged in the topic or 
knowledge construction, and you could tell because they were asking questions, 
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listening.  They were reflecting on what was being said or what had been said.  
You could tell because of the questions they asked or what they said.  
When asked how she knew we had constructed group knowledge, one participant 
said the following: “You know something had been created when you could make a joke 
about it—about some dialogue we had been in earlier. ‘Here we go again.  Round three’ 
People just know about what is going on.” 
She also talked about knowing in terms of what other people said or because of 
their body language.  In her participant interview she said this: 
I remember there were times in class when we would go around the room and 
everyone would pretty much say the same thing.  We have built something and 
everyone has it or everyone knows it, but I’m not sure how it happened.  Also, I 
remember having thoughts in class and hearing someone say something and I 
would think “that is exactly what I was going to say.” I remember Steve stopped 
the music at one point and I was seconds away from doing that myself.  I was 
disappointed that he did because I wanted to.  At that moment there was 
something created that was not working that we both had knowledge about. 
Another student summed it up when he talked about students often being at a 
place where knowledge was collectively held.  He said, “common agreement as well as 
disagreement.” In other words, even if there was disagreement, the ability to disagree 
implies shared understanding. 
During participant interviews students were asked to verbalize how joint 
knowledge construction was different from individual knowledge construction.  To help 
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transition them into thinking about these processes, they were often asked to describe 
what either was like, or what either felt like.  One student responded this way: 
I have been thinking about examples from when it [knowledge] was collectively 
held.  Looking around, seeing nodding, attentative looks; those people seem to 
really know what you are saying.  I remember people would say something and I 
would think, that is exactly what I was going to say—exactly what I was thinking.  
That has got to be collective. 
However, as one student pointed out, agreement that seems to be collective may 
simply be collective understanding and not agreement.  A common understanding can 
still result in different interpretations.  Furthermore, disagreeing does not rule out the 
possibility that the topic is at least collectively understood. 
As an example of collective understanding, Steve remembered one occasion when 
the entire group seemed to have a shared understanding of one participant’s interpretation 
of a story.  Steve said other students also agreed with the participant’s interpretation.  
However, although Steve understood the context of the conversation and he empathized 
with the student he failed to see how the story in question produced such a unanimous 
response.  He said, 
When I could see the group agreeing to something that someone had said, I was 
thinking “that’s wrong.  That’s not right.  I don’t agree.”  But I thought let’s not 
debate because maybe I’m missing the train.  Let’s move on.  They were agreeing 
to something that I was convinced should not have been agreed to at all.  I did not 
see that at all.  In the moment when she was speaking, I could kind-of get it [see it 
working], but then it was gone.  It was not working for me.  But my feelings were 
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distancing me from the group.  They were all connecting to it.  I was not.  I’m not 
getting it yet. 
Lori implied the importance of congruence when she discussed some of the 
successes and struggles she felt the class as a whole experienced, in essence, because 
congruence was not fully achieved.  When the class discussed the written work of an 
author (who was not well known by course participants), she felt that the class as a whole 
struggled with maintaining dialogue.  She said, 
That was a new experience for most of us.  We really struggled with the material 
because we had no way of knowing if we were right or wrong.  And so we just 
continued until we would make a connection.  Sometimes it seemed as though a 
connection was never made. 
Participant-observer notes indicated that during many of these discussions, 
conversation was often fragmented and punctuated with periods of silence.  At least for 
Lori, it appeared that the inability to achieve validation during some conversations 
diminished the group’s performance.  In other words, being unable to achieve 
clarification and explanation was an obstacle for her.   
In contrast, Lori felt that our debriefings at the end of each class were more 
satisfying to her. “At the end of class, or during critical incidents, [we] had a real live 
person there and that person could participate in our exchanges.  We could get instant 
feedback.” These statements indicated not only her enjoyment with these classroom 
activities, but they also implied the importance of shared understanding (i.e. lack of 
ambiguity) for the successful completion of whatever it was she believed we were doing.  
The debriefings were also an opportunity for each student to summarize what, for them, 
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had transpired that particular evening.  Often, one student’s summary would mirror 
another’s, providing evidence that members had achieved congruence. 
Another participant validated the notion of congruence when she talked about her 
awareness of the connections that were indicated by the order of our responses.  She said, 
If you speak, then someone else in class will respond to you.  I felt I connected a 
lot with Steve—for whatever reason.  He brought meaning to a lot of my 
thoughts.  I don’t know if he is basically quiet—and so am I.  I felt we connected.  
When Sue speaks—Ken would usually respond.  When Betty responded then 
Randy would respond to her.  The order of responses is interesting.  I think we 
respond when we hear something we know.  We respond to certain personalities.  
That is the connecting I was talking about. 
The preceding comments highlight the important of congruence in what transpired 
during course dialogue.  In addition to reflecting on its significance, at least one student 
commented about how congruence can materialize.  Betty suggested that understandings 
were facilitated, in part, because of similarities shared by course participants.  In addition 
to commenting on how much she enjoyed the debriefings, she specifically offered an 
explanation for why the debriefings provided an accurate rendition (for most students) of 
the evening’s activities. 
We sort of knew what they were talking about because we knew something about 
them [other course participants].  We had spent some time with them.  And in 
some ways they were like us.  Because we were all graduate students from The 
University of Tennessee and [lived in] east Tennessee. 
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In other words, Betty expressed her belief that although participants had diverse 
backgrounds, in many ways they shared histories and had grown closer because of 
common experiences.  Her words suggested something (some causative factor) had led 
each to choose to study in the same college, at the same university, and each had elected 
to take this particular course, and in so doing each had a set of partly shared experiences. 
Her perception was that somehow shared experiences helped students become productive 
members of a community of learners. 
Betty also said that students in this course frequently seemed to have similar 
thoughts and were often able to reach common understandings because most had taken 
similar courses offered by this instructor and were familiar with a particular way to 
dialogue.  As a result, many of these participants knew each other and with the 
procedures expected in this class.  These factors, Betty believed, helped course 
participants achieve a level of congruence during debriefings. 
One aspect of congruence relates to how students developed identities as unique 
members of a special organization.  According to participant-observer notes, students 
quickly came to regard themselves, and each other, as members of a very special group.  
Students eagerly cultivated the “uniqueness” of the group in relation to other groups of 
students in other courses.  Frequently, students would speculate that the process they 
were helping to facilitate was unlike anything being done in similar courses.   
Furthermore, students often expressed their pleasure with being a member of the 
dialogue group.  This approval seemed to stem not just from an association with 
individual group members (although many were friends), but that they were proud to be 
doing what they were doing in that particular course.  Although course participants often 
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indicated their excitement with the connectedness they experienced, not every student 
experienced congruence. 
During one class Rhonda acknowledged that she did not verbally participate as 
often as she would like because she feared the embarrassment of saying something 
wrong.  Feeling less procedurally advanced, she perceived that everyone else in the group 
had a better understanding of course material.  After several students assured Rhonda that 
she was as capable as anyone else, Jean, in her response, alluded to the importance of 
congruence for the development of an understanding of the knowledge constructed.  Jean 
said, 
If I didn’t know all the cohort people [a cohort of collaborative learning students] 
I might think they have it and I don’t.  Familiarity contributes to trust.  It’s 
important to have time to get to know each other, to understand each other.  To 
find out what is going on in terms of what is constructed. 
 Jean’s comments were made during class and unfortunately, she was not asked to 
elaborate.  However, Jean seemed to perceive the cohort, and the familiarity and trust it 
provided, as being somehow fundamental to her ability to understand the course material 
and key to her successfully relating to other group members.   
Theme: Reflection on Experience 
When students were asked to comment on how they individually constructed 
knowledge, several discussed knowledge as partly constituted from reflections on past 
experiences.  As the next several paragraphs indicate, these experiences were often 
synonymous with prior learning episodes or with memories of an event, situation, person, 
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or place.  Students expressed an awareness of how reflections on past events intertwined 
with what they experienced in class to ultimately produce what it was they came to know. 
One student talked specifically about his knowledge as being related to 
experience.  When asked about his definition of knowledge, he said, 
To me, I guess, a simple definition of knowledge is to experience.  That 
experience might take different forms.  This kind-of goes along with the Spanish 
definition.  When someone asks if you have been to a place—they say—have you 
been to a place.  If you have been to a place then you would say that you know 
that place.  They don’t say they have been to that place—they say they know that 
place.  Because they have experienced that place or they have lived there.  They 
say I know that place—I have experienced it.  You can only tell me about it but I 
really don’t know it until I have been there.  I can talk about it but if I don’t 
experience it I don’t know it.  That’s why I come back to my definition.  To know 
is to have experienced. 
 Another student said something very similar when she was asked about her 
definition of knowledge construction.  She said, 
 Words, thoughts, ideas—things that relate to past experiences.  As you 
communicate with others you usually hear or see something that you can relate to.  
Connections that enable knowledge construction because you pursue what stands 
out. 
 Another student talked about experience when he said the following in response 
to questions concerning joint and individual knowledge construction.  He said the 
following: 
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 Now if only individually held, still constructed in the context of the group—in the 
moment.  Whether shared—hard to know.  Even though I know something—have 
an inside based on experience.  Now the inside comes from experience and 
history.  Just because it was not shared by the group does not mean it wasn’t 
socially constructed.  It was constructed in the moment.  For it to be known by the 
group I would have to speak it into the group. 
One person described his construction of individual knowledge as more of a 
reflective event.  He said much of what he learned was partly a function of his reflections 
after class, during a break, or during a lull in the conversation.  He talked about his 
perceptions of what had been said, or what he was thinking after something was said, as 
being based on his past experiences.  In other words, his learning was the result of his 
perceptions of classroom activities intertwined with his experiences.  However, he also 
said that his perceptions were not always strictly influenced by past experiences only.  He 
talked of his perceptions being shaped by the environment (where he was sitting that 
class) or by the mood he was in, or according to the view he had of someone.  In other 
words, on any given night, had he sat in a different chair or been in a different mood, his 
learning would have been entirely different.  Interestingly, he said that his learning had 
similarities to watching an automobile accident.  He said: “If you talk to ten people who 
were witnesses, ten different stories will likely emerge.” 
Another student had this to say about how his reflections concerning his 
experiences helped him shaped the learning he achieved on a particular night.  He said 
the following: 
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I came in about three minutes late and Ken had already started and he started right 
in.  Did not acknowledge anything.  And later on he talked about getting in on 
time.  I was learning, as facilitator, how important it was to invite others into the 
group.  I tried that night to say something.  I felt left out.  I realized how rapport 
building is so important—again it’s back into reflection—what I was learning.  I 
was reflecting on my experience as a facilitator in the group.  Assuming no one 
had my reflections so no one else was learning what I was learning.  Looking at 
Ken talk about what had happened helped me see what had happened based on 
my experience and I was constructing knowledge along those lines. 
Theme: Feelings 
 Several students described the process of group knowledge construction in terms 
of the feelings they experienced during those class sessions.  For example, one student 
talked about feeling warm; another talked about feeling included or connected.  A third 
mentioned feeling that he was part of something special when the group constructed, 
collectively held knowledge.  Aside from the frustrations described earlier, the students 
who described events in terms of how they felt generally reported positive feelings.  
 Jen described how one night she felt connected to the group and how, that night, 
she believed knowledge was constructed by the group. 
 The learning that occurred was socially constructed.  We constructed knowledge. 
I know this because I came out with more than I brought in.  It was created by the 
group and the group held it in addition to individual members.  What the group 
did/had was more and different then the sum of individual members.  Besides the 
signs that we were on the same page, a feeling.  Even if, at that moment, we went 
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around the room and everyone gave the knowledge they had just learned, the sum 
of this would be less than the knowledge the group created.   
 For some students, emotions, experiences, and connectedness all worked together 
to create something meaningful.  For example, one evening, two students shared similar 
stories concerning negative experiences.  Their shared experience seemed to be 
instrumental in promoting a connection between the two of them, and between them and 
the rest of the group.  As one student reflected on the moment, she said the following: 
I did feel . . . When Bob gave his critical incident, kind of, he was giving his 
thing.  He was talking like a pawn on the end of something . . .  I had said 
something, and there was interaction, and I felt no stress.  No tenseness or 
frustration.  A feeling of connectedness.  Tacit understanding.  Afterward I felt 
like I had shared something with him and I was closer to him.  That was positive.  
I remember it was a triangle.  No one else said anything but I felt there was 
attention and real interest. 
This same student described what she remembered feeling concerning her 
negative experience.  She said, 
 I had felt used.  Ken asked me how that felt.  I asked Bob.  Bob felt, said pawn.  It 
made me feel angry and Bob said that too, but he had not really thought about 
feeling that way until then. 
 In this particular example, Bob did not feel angry until he had heard someone else 
describe how they felt when involved in a similar set of circumstances.  Here two people 
seemed to have had similar experiences producing similar reactions.  However, the act of 
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sharing stories with one another and with the group had produced new meaning for at 
least one of the participants. 
 This chapter has described the following seven themes: 1) exploration, 2) 
nonparticipation, 3) respect, 4) frustration, 5) congruence, 6) reflection on experience, 
and 7) feelings.  In summary, these thematic categories help describe how a group of 
graduate students perceived the process of knowledge construction.  In the next chapter, 
the thematic categories are discussed in terms of the research questions that guided the 
study.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 
Discussion 
 This chapter contains a discussion of the process of knowledge construction 
experienced by a group of graduate students who participated in a university course 
devoted to the study and practice of dialogue.  The course goal was student learning 
facilitated through an experiential and participatory dialogic process.  Students were 
encouraged to utilize a dialogic mode of communication while learning about the process 
of dialogue.  The purpose of this chapter is to discuss major findings of the study, to 
present conclusions based on the data, to suggest implications for research and teaching, 
and to offer recommendations for future studies. 
The results described in Chapter Four are products of data from interviews with 
course participants, the researcher’s participant-observation notes, and audiotape 
recordings of classroom dialogue.  Data analysis revealed seven categories of themes that 
describe the process of knowledge construction.  The seven thematic categories are: 1) 
exploration, 2) nonparticipation, 3) respect, 4) frustration, 5) congruence, 6) reflection on 
experience, and 7) feelings.  These categories were developed in response to two research 
questions, which are: 
1) How do group members construct knowledge? 
2) What are the similarities and differences between joint and individual 
knowledge construction? 
With respect to the first research question, students constructed knowledge by 
using dialogue to jointly explore topics of interest.  As students co-constructed new 
knowledge they also experienced new ways of relating together.  These participant 
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interactions ultimately affected knowledge construction by shaping group structure and 
topic development.  Being mindful of the group relationship and attentive to the 
knowledge construction process were the most significant challenges group members 
faced.  Although the themes contain overlap, those that principally relate to this research 
question include exploration, nonparticipation, respect, frustration, congruence, and 
feelings. 
With respect to the second research question, both joint knowledge construction 
and individual knowledge construction occurred in context of the group while students 
participated in dialogue.  Joint knowledge was created between people and evidenced by 
congruence, while individuals constructed their own knowledge from a blend of prior 
experience and group interaction.  The themes that most relate to the second research 
question include congruence and reflection on experience.      
The thematic categories are now discussed below.  The chapter ends with a 
discussion of conclusions, implications, and areas for further study. 
Theme: Exploration 
This theme suggests that together students experienced a journey of learning.  
Through dialogue, students learned about each other, about themselves, and together they 
experienced the joint construction of knowledge.  Using dialogue as a mode of 
conversation, students explored whatever ideas and issues they felt were interesting or 
valuable.  Students constructed concepts related to dialogue and other topics; but, on a 
deeper level, students fundamentally explored the process of relationship building. 
The theme exploration addresses how course participants constructed knowledge.  
Together students utilized dialogue as a means to explore various topics of interest, even 
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as they explored relationships, and the opportunities and constraints the circumstances 
provided.  Exploration developed as a theme because the knowledge produced did not 
exist independent of the process; it did not exist prior to the process—in students’ heads 
or in a text or written source.  Rather, their knowledge was constructed as exploration 
progressed.  Explorations such as students questioning each other, clarifying and 
explaining responses, and building on previous conversation were typical of the 
construction process. 
For the dialogue participants, what they did together was often an exploration into 
new ways of relating together.  Much of the knowledge that resulted from the course was 
constructed as the group explored topics of interest.  There was very little theoretical 
knowledge or “knowing-that” type of knowledge presented (Shotter, 1994).  Students 
were not assigned a text to read, there was no course material presented on overheads, 
and students did not attend lectures.  As Ken said one night during class, students are the 
text.  Students, along with the instructor, explored issues in dialogue by participating in 
dialogue, thus, creating together much of the information that came to be known. 
Occasionally, course participants were asked to read relevant articles, but these 
assignments were infrequent, and when articles were discussed, it quickly became 
apparent that the information served only as a starting point for the construction process.  
Within minutes after a topic from a particular reading was first discussed, member 
contributions would transform the conversation into unanticipated areas with little 
relationship to the original topic.  These articles provided a beginning to the knowledge 
construction process, but clearly the knowledge that was created was a function of group 
members participating in communicative activities. 
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While several students emphasized the exploratory nature of knowledge 
construction, one student indirectly talked about an exploratory process when he 
discussed his belief that knowledge creation occurs continuously during all social 
communicative exchanges.  As reported in Chapter Four, this student summarized his 
belief of how he and his doctor once created knowledge simply by conversing during an 
office visit.  His view suggests that new meanings and new knowledge are possible 
whenever individuals participate in communicative exchanges.  The next several 
paragraphs highlight those occasions when course participants experienced the 
exploratory nature of knowledge construction. 
During our first class students were introduced to Shotter’s (1993a, 1993b, 1994) 
“knowing of the third kind.” This is a practical form of knowledge concerning how to be 
a particular kind of person that develops only from within relationships with others 
(Shotter, 1994).  Introducing Shotter’s third kind of knowing helped craft discussion that 
explored the possibility of creating what we called “knowledge of the fourth kind.” This 
is essentially awareness or reflection on the process of knowing about something, or as 
Ken described it once, “knowing knowing.”  During participant interviews several 
students described the learning atmosphere that night as being memorable because of our 
talk concerning these different types of knowledge.  Other students described positive 
feelings but said the experience was notable predominantly because the topics were 
explored together and this sense of sharing in itself had been meaningful. 
A review of audiotape classroom conversation indicated that the development of 
ideas concerning knowledge of the fourth kind included significant contributions from 
many participants.  Throughout this conversation, participants created together their 
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understanding of this type of knowledge.  For example, one student developed a diagram 
of what he believed the process of “knowledge of the fourth kind” looked like, while 
another student drew on the white-board her version of how it might be visualized.  The 
data suggest that students were not necessarily attempting to modify the concept; rather, 
their goal was to share their interpretations with each other to more fully develop 
knowledge.  Although the conversation first began when Ken described his perception of 
“knowledge of the fourth kind,” student contributions added meaning to the experience 
and helped create what ultimately became known. 
Course participants talking about how joint participation in the knowledge 
construction process was meaningful to them suggests that our discussion about this 
fourth kind of knowing shared characteristics of Shotter’s “knowing of the third kind” 
(Shotter, 1993a, 1993b, 1994).  This knowledge, made available from within a situation 
or circumstance, giving rise to basic ways of talking, is an important part of social 
constructionism.  It is a form of “practical-moral knowledge” that people can use to 
“influence each other in their being, rather than just in their intellects; that is, to actually 
‘move’ them rather than just ‘giving them ideas’” (Shotter, 1993a, p. 40-41).  This form 
of knowledge is not of a cognitive nature, thus no one individual can fully understand its 
essence.  Also, this form of knowledge is not made available by people individually, but 
rather is created between people.  This knowledge has to do with “realizing the 
possibilities we make available to ourselves, between ourselves socially—where either 
others, or we ourselves, have made the relevant provisions or resources required for their 
realization already available in their, or our, previous social activities together” [italics in 
original] (Shotter, 1993b, p. 3). 
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The above reflections also seem to parallel what John Shotter has said concerning 
joint action.  Joint action is a socially shared, communicative event where authorship is 
more or less equally shared by participating individuals (Shotter, 1993a).  He said,  
The dialogical structuring of our relations both to each other and the otherness 
around us, begins to make its appearance as soon as a second living human being 
responds to the activities of a first.  For, as soon as this occurs, what the second 
person does cannot be accounted as wholly their own activity—for their activities 
are partly ‘shaped’ by the activities of the first (and the first’s activities, in being 
responsive to the presence of the second, were “jointly shaped” also) [parenthesis 
in original]. (Shotter, 1999a, p. 2) 
Drawing on Shotter’s notion of joint action, Young et al. (1997) found in their 
research concerning career-related conversations between parents and adolescents that 
engaging in processes that focused on the development of career goals represented joint 
action.  In particular, these authors found that a superordinate illustration of joint action 
was when participants engaged in exploration about career.  For Young et al., exploration 
was not associated with reaching specific outcomes or agreements, but rather it related to 
instances of clarification, evaluation, and speculation occurring between parent and child.  
Young et al. suggested that an exploratory process was an important part of the joint 
action that adolescents and their parents engaged in when they generated information 
relating to career paths and life goals.  These authors also found that when parents and 
students participated in joint actions concerning career they also participated in an 
exploration of their own relationship.    
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When students responded with questions and modifications adding to the 
discussion concerning a fourth kind of knowledge, they were participating in joint action.  
Joint action, for Shotter (1999a), results in communicative activities that are not 
preordained, but rather materially develop, as individuals formulate utterances in 
response to what they have heard, seen, or felt.  Shotter (1995) also said this about joint 
action: “Those involved in joint action experience themselves not only as having a 
‘place’ or ‘position’ in ‘a situation’ as individuals, but also as being ethically or morally 
interlinked with the others ‘in’ that situation in a way quite different from those ‘outside’ 
it” (p. 54).  Shotter hinted at the elusive nature of joint action when he said, “it has 
neither a fully orderly nor a fully disorderly structure, a neither completely stable nor an 
easily changed organization, a neither fully subjective nor fully objective character” (p. 
2).  However, the responses produced are not wholly lacking pre-determined form 
(Shotter, 1991).  
Shotter indicated that joint action between individuals is where together they 
create what is only made possible by the constraints and resources already at their 
disposal (1993a, 1993b).  “The most obvious circumstance in which such joint action 
occurs is in dialogue with others, when one must respond by formulating appropriate 
utterances in reply to their utterances” [italics in original] (Shotter, 1993b, p. 4).  A 
substantial portion of course activities in the dialogue course reflected aspects of 
Shotter’s joint action.  Moreover, like the research results from Young et al. (1997), when 
participants explored the process of dialogue, they were also exploring their potential 
relationships.  As an example consider the following discussion between two course 
participants. 
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During a conversation early in the course, Bill asked Lori the following questions: 
“How do I interact with you?  What would make you comfortable?” Seemingly without 
hesitation, Lori responded: “That is what we will learn together.” Her illuminating 
statement implied she did not yet know what she would need to facilitate her interaction 
with Bill.  Her reply suggested that perhaps what she would need is related to what he 
reveals, and she had no way of knowing what he would reveal.  However, Lori’s 
confidence suggested that somehow she knew that the particulars of how they would 
communicate together would evolve, as the situation unfolded.  This exchange suggests 
the possibility that relationships take shape, in moment-by-moment fashion, by 
participants informed through previous conversation, while embracing awareness to what 
might happen in their future conversational activities.   
This is very similar to what Gadamer (1960/1975) said when he talked about 
people falling into a conversation.  To Gadamer, 
No one knows what will “come out” in a conversation.  Understanding or its 
failure is like a process that happens to us.  Thus we can say that something was a 
good conversation or that it was a poor one.  All this shows that a conversation 
has a spirit of its own, and that language used in it bears its own truth within it, ie 
that it reveals something which henceforth exists. (1960/1975, p. 345) 
The exchange between Bill and Lori, and the potential it promised, was also 
consistent with Shotter’s (1998) notion of relational ways of talking.  Shotter, influenced 
by Wittgenstein and Vygotsky, invited his readers to think in a new way about talking.  
This was a “relational rather than an individualistic way of talking” (Shotter, 1998, p.1).  
To Shotter, these relational ways operate in the background of our relations with other 
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people and our surroundings, where “what we do is ‘shaped’ just as much by the social 
context ‘into’ which we must fit our actions, as any inner plans or desires from ‘out of’ 
which we act” (Shotter, 1998, p. 2).  Therefore, when two people respond to each other, 
conversational structure develops in a “moment-by-moment fashion” with a nature that is 
“unpredictable, indeterminate, and creative” (p. 2).  The situation becomes a novel 
development, related to the circumstances allowed but also partly unintended by the 
participants involved.  Shotter expressed his desire to bring into view these relational 
activities occurring in the background of our everyday lives.  The exploratory nature of 
what transpired in the dialogue course also relates to what Shotter said concerning the act 
of speaking responsively. 
Shotter (1993b) argued that individuals learn at an early age that to be taken 
seriously they must speak responsively.  To do this means knowing that their words will 
have some effect on others, generally with the intent of allowing them to go on together 
in meaningful conversation.  In other words, people will respond in some way (verbally, 
physically, mentally) to what has been said, and knowing (or suspecting) how the other 
person will respond impacts what a speaker chooses to say.  In the conversation above, 
Bill indicates his desire to speak responsively for Lori’s benefit.  He asks her what she 
requires from him in order for the two of them to share in the conversation. 
Summarizing his idea of speaking responsively, Shotter (2000) said that it is an 
active, responsive “understanding which sustains the unbroken flow of speech 
communication” (p. 121).  An awareness of the potential for responsiveness helps us 
sense the unlimited potential for relations between ourselves and others. “Understanding 
their nature affords us not only a sense of ‘who’ the others around us ‘are’ but also of 
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‘where they are coming from,’ of how we are ‘placed’ in relation to them, and of how we 
might ‘go on’ with them in the future” (Shotter, 2003, p. 442).  A turn to a “relationally 
responsive” form of understanding, provides us with “a sense of where and how we are . . 
. in relation to the others around us within the landscape of possibilities within which we 
are all acting” [italics in original] (Shotter, 2003, p. 439).  In such an environment, 
meanings arise naturally from our reactions, and seem to be called out by situations in 
which we find ourselves. 
Shotter and Lannamann (2002) elucidated a justification for speaker responsibility 
as follows: 
If communication between us is to be possible at all in our practical lives together, 
we must join with the others around us in spontaneously judging our shared 
meanings mostly as they do, according to our jointly shared contexts of action. (p. 
583) 
Although mostly ignored in a traditional sense by academic theorists (Shotter & 
Lannamann, 2002), this responsibility is a vital component of interactions conducted 
between people which structures the knowledge produced. 
Drawing on data from the dialogue class suggests participants perceived the 
significance of being relationally responsive.  McNamee and Gergen (1999a, 1999b), 
sensing the limits and limitations of individual responsibility, attempted to draw attention 
to the benefits from consideration of a relational responsibility.  Course participants had a 
general awareness of the importance of being responsive to the process and to each other 
(the theme respect also demonstrates this).  To be relationally responsive is in many ways 
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similar to the mindfulness that Merrill (2003) discovered when she researched the 
development of collaborative learning. 
For Merrill (2003), mindfulness meant attending to the events and processes that 
influence collaborative learning and to the relationships that support collaborative 
learning environments.  She found that when students co-constructed knowledge, with 
her and with each other, they developed an appreciation for things “to be mindful of in 
the moment as we learned together” [italics in original] (p. 93).  She also indicated that 
mindfulness basically means holding in one’s mind, an event, process, person, or a way 
of relating or being.  In the dialogue course, participants would seem sometimes to be 
able to hold in their minds a way of being or relating.  
The constructed nature of the conversation in the dialogue course was revealed by 
understanding that at any particular moment, what was said was available only because of 
previous conversations, and these words, in turn, impacted future dialogue.  In particular, 
this seemed to be true when group members attempted to reach agreement on the 
meaning of dialogue.  For example, one section in Chapter Four summarized 
conversations from several classes where group members struggled to understand 
dialogue by considering whether or not it could be represented as a natural process.  
These findings developed from attention to activities in which group members challenged 
various meanings and understanding that they had previously helped create.  Participants 
working together developed one particular aspect of dialogue that essentially evolved 
during two class periods.  These activities seemed to be consistent with what Shotter 
(1993a) called the “contested activity of words in their speaking” acting to form our 
“social worlds” [italics in original] (p. 20).   
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Shotter (1993a) discussed the contested nature of words when he said that they 
can be thought of as enabling devices that are used during the creation of everyday 
communicative processes.  This is in contrast to those words that are no longer contested, 
what he called “already spoken words” [italics in original] (p. 20).  Words that are no 
longer contested, he argued, give rise to the belief that a language represents a 
“systematic object of thought” (p. 20).  He expressed an interest in the study of how 
words are continuously being used to shape or formulate, not only ourselves, but our 
social worlds as well. 
If Shotter (1993a) is correct when he claimed that our everyday conversational 
activities involve a “myriad of spontaneous, responsive, practical, unselfconscious, but 
contested interactions” then every communicative exchange between two or more people 
represents an exploration into new and partially unknown relational worlds (p. 20).  This 
has potential because we create our possibilities of going on together through the 
language that we used in the moment.  Communicative activities are a function of past 
communicative exchanges and are shaped by potential future directions.  Our ways of 
speaking and writing do not simply give form to reality but rather shape the structure of 
our ways of life in which the language is used (Shotter, 1993a). 
Conversations were often consistent with aspects of relational responsibility that 
McNamee and Gergen (1999a) advocated.  Being relationally responsible basically 
involves a consideration for others and it has to do with understanding the importance of 
relationships.  For McNamee and Gergen, a focus on relationships, and the potential they 
promise, developed partly in response to the problems associated with the notion of 
individual responsibility.  The notion of an individual consciousness which “experiences 
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events or conditions in the external world and in which rational deliberation takes place” 
distracts from conversations that claim relationships (groups, communities, cultures, etc.) 
as the basis for much of what is significant (p. 6).  In particular, McNamee and Gergen 
argued that “meaning, rationalities, the sense of value, moral interest, motivation, and so 
on” are all developed within relationships (p. 10).  They claimed that talk about relational 
responsibility helps move people toward “developing new forms of intelligibility” (p. 
10).  These forms allow the production of new conversations where multiple discourses 
of relatedness are employed [italics in original] (p. 11). 
 For McNamee and Gergen (1999a, 1999b) one form of relational intelligibility is 
revealed through conjoint relations.  This action has to do with an exploration of the 
coordinated activities between people.  But it does not require focus on the responses one 
person makes in response to another, for in conjoint relations causation is not of primary 
importance.  What we come to know is constructed between people because meanings are 
only developed through our relations with others. 
Together, students explored various topics subsequently creating knowledge that 
was always new, although available partly because of the knowledge previously created.  
When unfamiliar topics were explored, dialogue produced new ideas, understandings, 
and meaning.  Likewise, dialogue about a relatively familiar topic would still produce 
new knowledge.  Regardless of previous knowledge, students explained that when they 
explored topics together using dialogue, new knowledge was automatically created and 
the knowledge produced was always new, unique, and non-repeatable.  However, these 
opportunities were made possible only because individuals jointly participated in group 
explorations. 
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Theme: Nonparticipation 
 This theme relates to the extent to which students participated in classroom 
conversation.  For example, various forms of exclusion were sometimes perceived as 
preventing students from participating in conversation activities.  Student absences are 
another aspect of the theme nonparticipation and these absences impacted the knowledge 
construction process.  The theme of nonparticipation also includes related aspects such as 
students who remain silent instead of verbally participating. 
Nonparticipation impacted how knowledge was constructed because course 
participants believed it was created through their dialogic interactions with each other.  
When students were absent, excluded, or remained silent, the knowledge that was 
constructed failed to include all potential contributions, and likely was different or 
perhaps less then what it would have been otherwise.  Furthermore, students who were 
impacted by nonparticipation implied that it impacted their experience and what they 
contributed. 
During participant interviews one student reflected on the disappointment she felt 
when students (usually only one or two on any given night) remained silent and failed to 
participate in class dialogue.  She shared her thoughts concerning the opportunities 
forgone whenever some students remained silent.  She explained that we as a group 
potentially missed something wonderful whenever people failed to participate.  However, 
she did add that even silent individuals impacted group activities simply by their 
presence.  Furthermore, the presence of a silent participant most likely has effects on the 
group that are dissimilar than those stemming from a participant’s absence. 
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 Obviously, when students were absent their words were not heard and their 
contributions were unavailable for use in the construction of knowledge.  This potential 
loss did not go unnoticed by all students.  For example, some participants said that when 
a student (or students) failed to attend, the group felt different and the dialogue flowed 
differently.  This led them to speculate that outcomes of group activities was very much 
dependent on the structure of the group.  Assuming that group interaction produced 
knowledge, these perceptions suggest that how knowledge is constructed and what 
knowledge is constructed depends on, and is shaped by, group dynamics.  In addition to 
affecting what was achieved during someone’s absence, a student’s failure to attend also 
affected group performances in subsequent meetings because participant relationships 
were altered. 
Several students commented during participant interviews that when they missed 
an entire class or even a portion of a class, upon their return, it was extremely hard to 
regain dialogue with the group.  For example, in Chapter Four, a quote from Gail 
illustrated how she felt disconnected from the group and the conversation, after just one 
absence.  When she returned to class she felt unable to speak because she felt detached 
from the group.  She was able to connect with other students only after speaking.  Again, 
this seems to support some of what Shotter has written concerning joint action. 
Shotter (1993a, 1993b) wrote about joint action representing possibilities for our 
collectively future partially relating to our previous interactions.  It is within this joint 
action between individuals that we act into already present situations that have been 
created from prior communicative activity at least partially dictated by our social 
surroundings.  “Thus, rather than acting ‘out of’ an inner plan or schema, we can think of 
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ourselves in our current activities as acting ‘into’ our own present situation, in terms of 
the opportunities and barriers, the enablements and constraints that it offers” (Shotter, 
1993b, p. 69).  Our socially constructed communicative activities “contain within 
themselves the provisions or resources required to ‘shape’ our activities in such a way as 
to ensure their own further continuation” (Shotter, 1993b, p. 69). 
If people rely on past interactions to provide form for present exchange and 
direction for the future ones, opportunities forgone could present barriers to effective 
conversations.  For Gail (and other students with similar perceptions), because she had 
not experienced the previous dialogue class, she did not have a base or foundation from 
which learning could extend.  It was as if she felt no relationship to the present situation 
(or perhaps the potential for a future relationship) because she had missed the previous 
class.  In terms of Shotter’s joint action, she did not have the enablements or resources 
necessary to go on with the group because she had been absent the previous meeting. 
In her participant interview, Gail talked about the group discussing new material 
that evening.  So, her inability to participate was not because she lacked knowledge of the 
material discussed during her absence.  It was as if she had no knowledge of the 
relationships that had been created and somehow that impacted her ability to participate.  
The situation she described seems to be consistent with a social constructionist 
perspective.  When not verbally participating, she failed to contribute information to the 
knowledge construction process.  However, after speaking she again connected to the 
group and the process.   
A social constructivist (vs. a social constructionist) is concerned with how social 
processes influence an individual’s psychological construction of meaning (Hruby, 
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2001).  For Gail, because she was part of this group, listening to what is being said, and 
assuming at times she had some similar experiences relating to the conversational topics, 
a social constructivist might argue that she was learning.  However, in her interview she 
said that all she could focus on was her inability to connect; she seemed to imply that she 
was learning little if anything.  After a period of time however, she spoke and somehow 
the act of speaking allowed her to re-connect to the group.  Perhaps only an utterance or 
two, or some sentences, provide enough of Shotter’s resources or enablements to lessen 
barriers to participation.  Possibly some small amount of interaction is enough to shape 
the group’s activity such that one participant can again feel connected.   
Interestingly, when people talked about classes they missed, they talked only from 
the perspective afforded them after they were together again with the group.  In other 
words, students never mentioned having thoughts about the particular class they were 
missing, while they were missing it.  It was only when they were back with the group that 
they seemed to have an awareness of the opportunity that they had just recently lost.  
Again, this seems to provide support for Shotter’s notion of joint action.  If resources 
made available in current activities enable future joint action, then a lack of those 
resources would be made apparent only in the future and would lead to difficulty with 
continuing in the group’s activities.    
Several students talked about missing the “voices” of students who were absent.  
Sometime participants spoke of these occasions in terms of opportunities lost, as if 
individuals already had spaces or places provided for them and those spaces remained 
empty when someone was gone.  Sometimes students spoke about a specific role that a 
group member might fill, and when that group member was gone, that role was left 
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unfilled.  For example, Tom talked about “missing the voices” of students.  Tom’s 
comments indicated that members completed certain purposes for the group that were 
separate from their words.  His remarks suggested that sometimes when a person speaks 
has more importance than what they say. 
Jan also spoke about “missing” people when they were absent.  In particular, she 
spoke about Lori’s absence negatively impacting group behavior.  Jan’s comments 
paralleled closely to what Tom said about missing more than someone’s words and 
knowledge.  Like Tom, Jan seemed to be saying that the whole person, not just the 
knowledge they could contribute, was an important part of group cohesion and 
interaction.  Again, if resources for conversation are made available in joint action 
between people, a participant’s absences effectively eliminated the availability of some 
provisions and it appeared that these gaps did not go unnoticed.  As a result, absences 
diminished the knowledge production process.   
One aspect of the category nonparticipation is the aspect of exclusion.  Just as 
someone might be allowed to participate in a communicative event, another might be 
excluded.  For some students who recalled during their participant interviews occasions 
when someone was prevented from participating, they sometimes felt that it was an 
intentional act.  However, regardless of whether exclusion was intentional or not, several 
students agreed that exclusion affected the process.  When someone was prevented from 
verbally participating, because they were interrupted or not questioned, the knowledge 
construction process was different than what it would have been otherwise.  
Students also believed that some individuals were intentionally excluded from 
some conversations.  This parallels what Alderton (2000) found relating exclusion due to 
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lack of respect.  When participants were excluded, knowledge construction was directly 
affected because potentially useful information was ignored, and it impacted the process 
by diminishing participants’ experiences.  Among those students who commented about 
their awareness of someone’s exclusion, anger and displeasure were common complaints. 
Several students indicated that nonparticipation affected group behavior and 
diminished the knowledge produced.  Lack of verbal participation impacted the process 
because knowledge construction was a function of participation.  Infrequent participation 
weakened the knowledge production process because potentially useful contributions 
were forgone.  Several students admitted that they purposefully attenuated their talk in 
order to create space for others so the group could experience full participation.  They 
believed that participation by every student allowed for a richer knowledge construction 
experience. 
When students were absent, the construction process was potentially different 
than what it would be otherwise.  Similar to silence and exclusion, student absences 
diminished the knowledge construction process.  This seems to relate to Shotter’s (1993a, 
1993b, 1994) notion of joint action.  In joint action, a group’s collective future is partially 
a function of past interactions.  Shotter talked about resources for interacting being made 
available because of prior communicative activity.  Consistent with joint action, when 
participants first returned to class following an absence they sometimes perceived an 
inability to relate to the group.  This supports the belief that knowledge construction not 
only depends on current relationships, but forms partially as a result of past events.  
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Theme: Respect 
A number of student participants indicated that group members occasionally 
failed to respect either the dialogue process, or other group members, or both.  They 
explained that failure to build on constructed knowledge, such as failing to ask pertinent 
questions does not contribute to knowledge construction.  Other examples cited included 
the incidence of interrupting or monopolizing a conversation. 
Knowledge construction is facilitated by respect for other participants and the 
process.  When students failed to build on what had been previously said, by interrupting 
another speaker, or by altering or monopolizing the conversation, the construction of 
knowledge was compromised and the knowledge produced was potentially less than, or 
different from, what it would have been otherwise. Respect for both speaker and process 
is evidenced by deep and prolonged inquiry, the avoidance of interruptions, creating 
space for other participants, and questioning for clarification and edification.  Because 
knowledge construction is dependent on a back-and-forth flow of communication, the 
knowledge construction process is advanced when group members avoid interruptions 
and monologue, and when a conversation topic is maintained and developed. 
When students failed to attend to the dialogue process, the result was often a 
series of disconnected comments concerning various topics.  Students called this 
popcorning: quickly (sometimes slowly) moving from topic to topic without adequately 
developing any single topic.  Unfortunately, this was a poor substitute for deep inquiry 
designed to facilitate understanding and shared learning. 
Sometimes disruptions in the process were punctuated by periods of silence in 
which participants did not know how to continue the conversation.  During these 
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disruptions, marked either by silence or popcorning, during interviews participants often 
suggested that dialogue suffered.  Furthermore, these seemed to be occasions when group 
members struggled with constructing knowledge. 
Another failure to respect included instances when one or several students would 
transform the group’s dialogue into a monologue.  This was demonstrated when a speaker 
(or speakers) monopolized a conversation.  When this occurred they would not ask other 
students questions and they did not seem to value equal participation.  Procedurally, these 
occasions were identical to what Peters and Armstrong (1998) called “Type One” 
teaching and learning (p. 78). 
In Type One the information flows from the teacher to the learner (student), and 
the teacher assumes the student lacks, but wants, the information to be transmitted.  In the 
dialogue course, monopolizing the conversation resulted in information potentially 
flowing from one student to others.  During these periods, learning might have occurred, 
but not because of equal information sharing.  Also, knowledge was not constructed 
because there was no back-and-forth movement of ideas between students. 
In contrast, “Type Three teaching and learning” involves roughly equal 
participation by the teacher and all students (Peters and Armstrong, 1998, p. 79).  In Type 
Three, information flows in back-and-forth movements, between all learners (including 
the teacher) and the group (Peters and Armstrong, 1998).  This equal sharing of 
information in this type of teaching and learning helps facilitate the joint construction of 
knowledge. 
Armstrong’s (1999) research on collaborative learning found respect to be an 
important theme.  Although Armstrong’s student participants were always respectful to 
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each other, they were less trustful of each other at the beginning of the course than they 
were toward the end of the semester.  He found that the level of trust in his collaborative 
groups grew over time in part because students learned that they were respected.  This 
was evidenced when other students held in confidence their disclosed information. 
Interestingly, Armstrong found that the primary source of risk taking for his 
participants was not sharing personal information, but was in sharing ideas; particularly 
those ideas that the sharer considered to be tentative, incomplete, and not fully formed.  
At the beginning of the course, group members in particular were uncomfortable sharing 
these ideas because they believed the ideas might be perceived as wrong and the speaker 
foolish.  Respondents also reported feeling vulnerable when they considered expressing 
rudimentary thoughts.  However, as the course progressed, and other members 
reciprocated by “thinking out loud,” trust developed because respect was shown.  When 
participants shared ideas that were incomplete, they found that other students did not 
consider the person foolish, and did not criticize, but rather seem to respect this form of 
risk taking behavior and the process helped build trust.  Tisue’s (1999) research also 
found that listening and respect was more important for building trust than was sharing 
personal information. 
 Tisue’s (1999) research involved the use of dialogue and collaborative learning to 
facilitate decision-making in a family owned business.  Because her participants were 
members of a family, sharing critical incidents (stories) that related to personalities did 
little to further respect and trust. (These individuals were family members and they 
basically knew each other intimately.) However, Tisue reported that her participants 
found that useful information was disclosed when individuals shared their views 
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concerning critical business decisions.  Evidently, these co-workers generally made 
assumptions about how other family members made business decisions and they never 
questioned these assumptions.  For example, when a business problem was identified and 
a member proposed a solution, the other participants would either reject or accept the 
solution without exploration.  Failure to explore the underlying beliefs concerning 
business practices prevented the firm from being fully successful.  Tisue found that when 
the participants explored the nature of others’ assumptions, i.e. when they listened to each 
and respected what each had to say, the decision-making ability of the group was greatly 
enhanced.      
Alderton’s (2000) research also contained the theme of respect.  In general, his 
data suggested that respect was basically important for participants and, consistent with 
the results from this study, it was not always given.  Furthermore, Alderton’s discussion 
reported respect to be an important part of the dialogue process. 
Theme: Frustration 
Most course participants described feeling frustrated with their experience at 
some point during the course.  Frustration often resulted from a perceived inability to 
successfully engage in dialogue, which impacted the knowledge construction process.  
Failure by the group to achieve dialogue was especially disappointing for some students 
because they believed that everyone in the course possessed the ability to achieve 
dialogue.  Participants’ inability to maintain dialogue negatively impacted the 
construction process according to the participants who experienced frustration during 
some part of the course.  
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Sources of frustrations seemed to be either 1) perceptions that group members 
were failing to achieve dialogue, or 2) participants expressing differing views concerning 
how to achieve dialogue.  In particular, several participants indicated that what they 
experienced in the course was not what they had previously associated with dialogue.  A 
belief in different types of dialogue is supported in some of the literature on dialogue. 
For example, Stewart and Zediker (2000) briefly discussed four types of dialogue 
programs, each anchored in a different theoretical perspective.  Their first type, building 
on the work of Martin Buber and David Bohm, “is dedicated to building an action theory 
of dialogue to help organizations transform their human resource practices to meet the 
challenge of globalization” (p. 224).  They said William Isaacs successfully used this 
model to promote worker collaboration in organizational management circles.  Drawing 
on the work of Bakhtin, their second type, dialogically recasting dimensions of personal 
relationships, held promise for expanding the knowledge base in the social sciences.  
Thirdly, they found contributions by Paulo Freire and other collaborators demonstrated 
the potential for using dialogue to challenge existing power inequalities.  Four, work by 
Mifsud and Johnson (2000) suggested that although dialogue has historically been 
situated either within the tradition of dialectic or rhetoric, cross-disciplinary approaches 
to dialogue use look particularly promising.  Finally, Billig (1996) said, ‘“rhetoric as 
dialogue’ needs to be rescued from this tradition of competitive rhetoric” (p. 28).  In 
competitive rhetoric “there were clear winners and losers, for the aim is victory . . . ” (p. 
28).  In contrast, rhetoric as dialogue is creative and exploratory with the goal being the 
exploration of topics. 
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These references suggest there exists different types or ways to achieve dialogue, 
and that it does not just occur automatically or naturally.  An inability to consistently 
participate in one type of dialogue contributed to some of the frustration students 
perceived.  Students essentially felt frustrated by the group’s failure to perform at a level 
they believed was achievable.  Although their sense of frustration was unfortunate, other 
research has demonstrated that frustration commonly occurs in groups experiencing 
similar circumstances. 
Armstrong (1999) found that students in the collaborative learning courses he 
studied felt frustrated at the beginning of the semester, but frustration levels generally 
waned as time passed.  In his discussion, Armstrong reported that participants initially 
were concerned that they did not know what they were doing, or that what they were 
doing was not being done correctly.  Armstrong reported that participants would often 
cite the process or the facilitator as the source of their frustration.  However, when 
students in his study recognized that collaborative learning represents a new way of 
learning, they were able to productively experience the process, thereby minimizing their 
frustrations. 
Alderton (2000) also found frustration to be a pervasive part of the dialogue 
process.  According to Alderton, frustration was often expressed when participants 
experienced some difficulty with their involvement in the process of dialogue.  
Interestingly, Alderton reported that some participants felt frustrated when their 
involvement in the conversation was interrupted by someone wanting to draw attention to 
the fact that the dialogue process was being unattended.  Alderton also said that although 
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every participant at some point acknowledged frustration, he noticed no change in 
conversation styles or procedures during the duration of the course. 
Course participants in this study often expressed a sense of frustration with what 
they had experienced.  Occasionally the frustration a student experienced was associated 
with an isolated event was not shared (held in common) with other group members.  
More frequently, many students experienced frustration with particular aspects of the 
course and often it was the result of a perceived inability to achieve dialogue.   
Theme: Congruence 
The theme congruence means to achieve harmony.  Achieving congruence 
implies multiple participants sharing the same thoughts.  For many course participants, 
classroom participation often reflected a collectiveness of thought that suggested course 
members had achieved a level of congruence with one another.  An example of 
congruence was when several students seemed to be thinking the same thing. 
The thematic category congruence developed in response to the question 
concerning how group members construct joint knowledge.  Achieving congruence 
implied the same knowledge had been constructed, and understood, by each members of 
the group and by the group as a whole, making it collective.  Thus, congruence was an 
indication that knowledge had been jointly constructed and was jointly held. 
Several data sources suggested that students had an awareness of the effect that 
their conversational actions had on the creation of knowledge.  They were aware that 
individually their interactions produced meaning for the group.  Students would often talk 
about speaking “into” the group and were conscious of the potential for knowledge 
created by the group.  When group participants talked about speaking into the group, they 
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described these moments with phrases such as “losing yourself,” “being in the moment,” 
and “being outside your head.” Participants also talked about losing your ego and being 
unafraid to let down your guard.  This relates to what Shotter (1993b) called “knowing 
from within” a situation or event as being different and separate from knowing that or 
knowing how (p. 7).   
For Shotter, this “knowing from within” was knowledge relating to how to be a 
particular kind of person, given the circumstances or situation (1993a).  Also, this was a 
moral kind of knowledge relating to our ways of being, where others determine its 
permissible forms of expression (Shotter, 1993b).  Participants in this study were 
accountable to each other and to the group for the knowledge they created.  Generally, 
they attempted to speak “into the group” and they were conscious of creating space for 
other individuals to also speak in similar fashion.  Ultimately, group members perceived 
that they individually helped create knowledge through their interactions, and to some 
extent what was created had meaning only to the individual members of the group.  
Knowing from within also relates to the fact that group members were using special 
terms that they had helped develop that were only known from within the group.   
For example, phrases that had been constructed in previous collaborative learning 
courses were utilized in this course.  These phrases had very specific and special meaning 
to group participants.  One such phrase was “stop the music.”  This phrase was invoked 
whenever a participant wanted the group to pause for a moment and collectively reflect 
on the process.  Sometimes this occurred when a course participant wanted to draw 
attention to our accomplishments.  Often “stop the music” would be heard when someone 
thought the group was no longer achieving dialogue.  In effect, this phrase meant that we 
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should stop what we are doing to reflect on the process to learn from our activity.  The 
pause provided an opportunity to improve our dialogue abilities and it offered the 
opportunity to explore our activities using “knowledge of the fourth kind.” 
Participants often came to judge each communicative event in terms of how 
successfully group members adhered to the actions mutually agreed to be consistent with 
dialogue, reflective practice, and collaborative learning.  Along with the phrase “stop the 
music,” other actions came to be known as what participants were supposed to do when 
participating in dialogue.  For example, participants seemed to appreciate asking 
questions to achieve complete understanding.  They also found that pausing to reflect on 
previous statements could be rewarding.  These were some of the “correct” methods for 
participating in dialogue.  Besides knowing how to do these things, and doing them, 
participants’ had knowledge of the meaning of these terms.  Both this ability and 
knowledge, to these participants, identified them as members of a special group.  
Knowledge of how to perform appropriately, and the knowledge of a shared language 
helped identify each user as a member of this particular learning community.  This result 
seemed to be similar to what Trujillo and Dionisopoulos (1987) found in their research 
concerning the development of police drama. 
Trujillo and Dionisopoulos (1987) found that the police officers they studied 
“developed particular identities as special members of the organization” (p. 198).  The 
vocabulary they constructed helped them create special identities as members of a police 
community that distinguished them from the two groups they had contact with: criminals 
and the public.  This language was also used to elevate police above the perceived 
inferior status of members in the other two groups. 
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According to Trujillo and Dionisopoulos (1987), police officers’ communicative 
performances helped shape their work into something dramatic and exemplary.  For the 
police officers, high status for the group led to an elevated individual status.  Trujillo and 
Dionisopoulos also found that the officers they observed created drama to enliven their 
daily work routines.  The researchers indicated that developing special identities as 
members of an organization in an extremely dangerous profession helped promote police 
organizational cohesion. 
Although the students from the present study were not cohorts employed in a 
dangerous career, they did envision the group as occupying a unique place and as having 
an extraordinary purpose.  Frequently, group members attempted to elevate group status 
by calling attention to the fact that this was a special group experiencing a special 
process.  Like the police officers finding humor in some of their relationships with other 
groups (criminals and the public), dialogue participants sometimes found humor by 
visioning other groups of students learning in inferior ways.  Perhaps student participants 
felt they were involved in a special experience because, instead of just acquiring 
knowledge, they were significantly contributing to constructing new knowledge. 
Krauss and Fussell (1991) found that participants require a shared foundation of 
knowledge if they are to communicate effectively with each other.  This “common 
ground,” as they called it, encompasses all the attitudes, beliefs, and so on that are shared 
by individuals engaged in communicative activity (p. 175).  Obviously, it is impossible to 
know exactly how much knowledge any given group of participants share; however, to 
the extent that speakers have similar cultures or histories, one might expect that some 
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common ground is present among them.  The concept of shared common ground appears 
to have many similarities to the development of congruence.   
Krauss and Fussell (1991) also wrote about sources of information utilized for 
determining the strength of these common ground environments or the level of 
confidence that can be maintained.  These indicators are part of what is called congruence 
in the present study.  For Krauss and Fussell, one of these sources included the feedback 
derived from interactions with others.  Although shared knowledge bases are often pre-
determined, Krauss and Fussell also expressed an interest in knowing how a “shared 
communicative environment” can be developed or formulated during participants’ 
interactions (p. 175).  As the present study has demonstrated, the dynamics of participant 
interactions contribute to the construction of common knowledge.         
For a number of course participants, their talk about their perceptions concerning 
nightly debriefings helped develop the category of congruence.  Debriefings were 
exercises that gave everyone an opportunity to summarize for the group their thoughts 
concerning the evening’s activities.  A number of students noticed during nightly 
debriefings that several students would often say the same things or head nods and shakes 
would suggest agreement.  This seemed to be evidence that collective knowledge had 
been formed during the class.  This resolution was not always possible when outside 
readings were discussed. 
The class sometimes struggled with understanding some of the more difficult 
articles that were read, and possibly, because the author was not present to provide 
feedback, a comfortable resolution was impossible.  However, participant-observer notes 
about other activities (e.g. debriefings) indicated that students were generally “on the 
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same page” (though not necessarily agreeing with) with what had been said, thereby 
enabling them to reach common understanding.  This perception of concurrence helped 
develop the theme of congruence. 
Occasionally, something that this group of students experienced seemed to be 
related in some way with what Shotter (2003) called “real presences.” Shotter described 
this as a special relationship that we enter into when we are responsive, dialogical, and 
we are able to relate in a real and feeling way to the others around us. 
The phenomenon in question is the creation, within the responsive interplay of all 
the events and activities at work in the situation at that moment, of distinctive, 
dynamically changing forms, an emerging sequence of changes (or 
“differencings”) each one with its own unique “shape” that, although invisible, is 
felt by all involved as participants within it in the same way. [parenthesis and 
italics in original] (Shotter, 2003, p. 441) 
These forms are not fully present in our mind, or in the minds of others, but in the space 
between ourselves and others. “They only have their being within our living 
involvements with our surroundings” (Shotter, 2003, p. 441).  In having a “real presence” 
we are able to understand “the others around us . . . ‘where they are coming from,’ of 
how we are ‘placed’ in relation to them, and of how we might ‘go on’ with them in the 
future” (Shotter, 2003, p. 442). 
 Many students talked about their perceptions of how important the group was to 
what transpired in the dialogue course.  One participant talked about the group directing 
her to think of things in new ways.  She also sensed similar experiences impacting others, 
and how for her these kinds of results often lead to significant attitude or life changes.    
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For this participant these types of events came from social knowledge construction; that 
the knowledge created is potentially life changing.  She talked about this being a function 
of her time with the group.  She implied that without the group the knowledge would 
have been different or perhaps not created at all.     
In Chapter Four one quote provided an illustration of an instance when Steve had 
understood the topic being discussed, but had mentally disagreed with the perceptions 
that others held based on their expressed sympathies.  It is interesting to explore his 
reflections concerning his mental processing.  He recollected how he processed the 
events and this has some commonality with a social constructivist orientation.  His 
mentally processing produced thoughts related to the group’s conversation and these 
were influenced by those activities.  Steve indicated that he mentally excused himself 
from the group to process the social interactions he was experiencing.  He expressed how 
he cognitively weighed the pros and cons of agreeing with what seems to be a collective 
conscience.  He also expressed an awareness of what he was about to sacrifice because of 
his thoughts.  He said that his thoughts (disagreement) were distancing him from the 
group. 
One could surmise that his detour into these thoughts (at least for a moment) 
prevented him from fully participating in current conversational exchanges.  Ultimately, 
Steve chose to return to the discussion by suspending his thoughts concerning the 
particular topic. (Although what he said in his participant interview seems to suggest he 
hasn’t forgotten.) This does not imply that his interpretation was swayed; only that for 
him, at that moment, the cost of maintaining a divergent attitude failed to outweigh the 
perceived benefits of his participation with the group. 
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A social constructivist might argue that the while Steve was thinking of the 
collective nature of thought that he perceived the group achieved, he was constructing 
knowledge.  Likewise, a social constructionist might argue that what he was sacrificing 
while he was doing his cognitive processing was the knowledge that the group was 
constructing. (Ultimately, this student seemed to decide that the benefits from 
participating in the social communicative activities outweighed any alternative.)  
It is interesting to note that while Steve talked about “not getting it,” in a way he 
was “getting it,” at least enough to know that he is in a different place than the other 
participants.  This was basically an example of someone understanding the facts related 
to a particular situation but disagreeing with the collective interpretation.  However, his 
interpretation was made possible by an understanding he shared with the group.  Without 
understanding, disagreement or agreement would have been impossible. 
Knowledge that is collective is the result of “talking into the group.” For example, 
joint knowledge construction required participants to be very open about what they were 
thinking and feeling, to be able to wonder, question and explore.  Participants also had to 
constantly check with one another about what was understood: what they believed to be 
true or false.  To the extent that this was accomplished, they constructed joint knowledge. 
Congruence is not, however, necessarily a product only of the social construction 
of knowledge.  The appearance of congruence does not always indicate the existence of 
jointly constructed knowledge.  As several participants explained, students who seem to 
be thinking the same thing may not be simply because it is impossible to know exactly 
what another person knows.  Furthermore, only a few individuals may actually know that 
which seems to be collectively held. 
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  Theme: Reflection on Experience 
 This theme developed from student perceptions that the knowledge a person 
individually constructs is partly constituted from reflections on past experiences.  These 
experiences are often synonymous with prior learning episodes or with memories of an 
event, situation, person, or place.  Several students expressed an awareness of how their 
reflections intertwined with what they experienced in class to ultimately produce what it 
was they came to know. 
 Reflection on experience was a way that students constructed their individual 
knowledge.  This knowledge was constructed in the context of the group, so social 
involvement was important, but individual reflections on experiences made the 
knowledge unique to the individual.  However, to the extent that individual knowledge 
was verbally shared, jointly constructed knowledge was also possible.   
Students often mentioned experiences when they were asked for their definition 
of knowledge.  For example, one said this about her definition of knowledge: 
“Knowledge is everything we gain through experience—unconscious and conscious, 
explicit and implicit—what we understand.” 
 A quote from Chapter Four illustrates the part experience plays in the process of 
constructing individual knowledge and joint knowledge.  He said,  
Now if only individually held still constructed in the context of the group—in the 
moment.  Whether shared—hard to know.  Even though I know something—have 
an inside based on experience.  Now the inside comes from experience and 
history.  Just because it was not shared by the group does not mean it wasn’t 
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socially constructed.  It was constructed in the moment.  For it to be known by the 
group I would have to speak it into the group. 
 For this participant, knowledge that is individually held could be constructed in 
the context of a group.  For example, consider an individual who learns because of an 
exposure to some group situation (say conversation in the dialogue class); however, for 
the individual, experience plays an important role and uniquely determines the 
individually constructed knowledge (social constructivism).  He also spoke about the 
difficulty of knowing whether constructed knowledge is collectively held.  To the extent 
that individuals are exposed to the same group experience, that knowledge is collectively 
held, however different interpretations might result and these are dependent on an 
individual’s past experiences.  So, it seems that even knowledge appearing to be 
collectively held could still be constructed in ways consistent with a social constructivist 
perspective.  The construction of knowledge by sharing information through social 
communicative activities is consistent with a social constructionist framework. 
Often, the knowledge constructed in the dialogue course was the co-construction 
of knowledge by students sharing their reflections on experiences with other group 
members.  But as one participant said, to make individual knowledge joint knowledge, 
must speak it into the group.  However, according to Shotter, sharing meaning is not 
enough.   
Shotter (1993a) pointed out that we seldom know precisely what someone else 
means simply by hearing them speak.  We are only able to share their understanding after 
we seek clarification and we question and so on.  So, Shotter suggested, instead of our 
talk representing our inner ideas, utterances are an attempt to link our practical activities 
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together thereby formulating our social selves and relationships.  Shotter consistently 
wrote about his desire to draw attention to the background of our daily lives; to attend to 
the activities and relationships we usually ignore, but that are an inherent part of our day-
to-day social interactions.  In our everyday activities involving multiple interactions with 
others around us, we use our words to construct not only our own identities but our social 
worlds as well. 
Theme: Feelings 
Students often described the process of group knowledge construction in terms of 
feelings.  One student talked about feeling warm; another talked about feeling included or 
connected.  A third mentioned feeling included-in when asked about his experience with 
the group when it constructed, collectively held knowledge.  Students who described 
classroom events in terms of how they felt generally reported positive feelings. 
In Chapter Four, a quote from a course participant who believed knowledge was 
created during one class said emotions or feelings were an important part of her 
experience.  In addition to a perception everyone was on the-same-page, she insisted that 
she felt different when knowledge was being created.  She said: “ . . . there are emotions 
involved.  People feel good.  Feel satisfied, glad, productive, have an awareness that feels 
good that knowledge was created.  Created something.  Know something more was 
created than the sum of their individual knowledge.” When this student perceived 
knowledge was being constructed, she felt good about the process. 
This student’s belief that jointly constructed knowledge is more than the sum of 
individually constructed knowledge seems to be very much in accord with what Peters 
and Armstrong (1998) had to say about group knowledge construction resulting in 
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something other than and different from the aggregate of individual knowledge.  This 
participant said she did not have complete comprehension of all the knowledge that was 
being created but she felt aware of its existence, although she indicated she had no 
definitive proof.  She also talked about knowing that the knowledge created was different 
than what any individual could know.  
Conclusions, Implications, and Suggestions for Further Study 
In summary, students believed they constructed knowledge but they also admitted 
their attempts were not without struggles and setbacks.  They found their struggles with 
relationship building and developing a process-orientation to learning to be the most 
persistent obstructions in their attempts to jointly construct knowledge.  Students also 
experienced difficulty in their attempts to be mindful of the process as they learned about 
dialogue and simultaneously participated in dialogue.  As participants explored topics 
they were conscious of creating space for one another to facilitate understanding.  This 
was accomplished by staying focused on a topic by listening intently and deeply to what 
was being said.  However, for a number of participants, knowing how long to discuss a 
particular topic, or how long to listen to one speaker develop an idea, was a source of 
uncertainty.  The themes developed from the data sources are indicative of the 
complexities involved in knowledge construction. 
Themes identified in this study and how they account for constructed knowledge 
are consistent with Shotter’s concept of “knowing from within” (1993a, 1993b).  
Participants were accountable to each other and to the group for the knowledge created.  
Students generally spoke into the group and from within the group, while being aware of 
others’ participation.  Students were also aware of the knowledge they helped produce 
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within the context of the group.  In ways similar to Shotter’s concept, students’ 
interactions and verbal exchanges helped shape their relationships and provided form and 
meaning for their experiences. 
These themes and the data supporting them are also consistent with Shotter’s 
“joint action” (1993a, 1999b).  In joint action the influences that guide our activities are 
not wholly within us, or known by us, prior to an event.  The activities produced do not 
belong to one person or another; they are shared and jointly held (Shotter, 1999b, 2000).  
Joint action relates to how participants in this study developed meaning and socially 
constructed knowledge.  The relational interactions between participants provided form 
to the knowledge construction process and ultimately the knowledge created. 
The results from this study are consistent with some of Armstrong’s (1999) 
findings.  In particular, he indicated that the themes frustration and respect accurately 
describe collaborative learning experiences of students in a graduate course.  His 
participants expressed frustration with the process and suggested respect was an integral 
component of the learning process. 
Armstrong (1999), and Peters and Armstrong (1998) described the role of 
collaborative learning in the knowledge construction process.  They argued that 
collaborative learners jointly create knowledge that is both more and different from the 
sum of individuals’ knowledge.  Similarly, participants in the present study commented 
on how jointly constructed knowledge was different from the aggregate of individuals’ 
knowledge. 
Merrill (2003) found mindfulness to be an important influence on the 
relationships that support collaborative learning environments.  To Merrill, mindfulness 
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meant to be “in the moment;” to hold in one’s mind, an awareness of the actions and 
activities experienced by the group [italics in original] (p. 93).  In this study, participants 
expressed a desire to be mindful of ways of being or relating to one another.  However, 
for course participants, maintaining mindfulness proved to procedurally difficult. 
Mindfulness and other concepts suggested by this study have implications for teaching 
and learning environments.  
A teacher choosing a constructionist approach would necessarily place more 
responsibility for learning in the hands of the students, but he or she would also need to 
ensure that students are prepared to carry out their responsibility.  For most students in 
higher education, assumption of major responsibility for constructing knowledge is a new 
experience, and the process skills needed for this form of learning are not widely held.  
The teacher, therefore, assumes a new role as well—that of process teacher and 
facilitator.  This means that teachers would provide the opportunity for students to learn 
how to dialogue effectively and to position themselves as co-learners and as constructors 
of knowledge.  This requires the development of a unique teacher-student relationship, 
with the teacher sometimes assuming the role of co-learner with his or her students. 
This study showed that students perceived several features of dialogue to be 
critical in their attempts to successfully construct knowledge.  The themes discussed 
earlier reflect these features and suggest some additional implications for teachers who 
would encourage students to dialogue in their classrooms.  For example, ensuring that 
students ask questions that inquire into other students’ statements and follow-up on points 
others make during conversations should contribute to the development of a dialogical 
environment in the classroom.  Making verbal participation as well as regular class 
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attendance by all students a requirement may be a necessary, but difficult to enforce, 
feature of such a classroom environment.  To reduce the inevitable frustration that will be 
felt by students who encounter a constructionist classroom for the first time, the teacher 
should be open and frank about the likelihood that students will find the process difficult, 
especially in the beginning stages of their experience with dialogue.   
The process of exploration of new ideas and paths to knowledge construction 
requires an open, inquiring approach to subject matter, one both unfamiliar to most but 
ultimately rewarding to all involved.  The teacher that models the exploration process 
while seeking to develop a co-constructor relationship among students, and between 
students and teacher, will develop a classroom environment consistent with the findings 
of this study. 
Several implications for further research and theory development are suggested by 
this study.  One concerns the potential overlap between social constructionism and social 
constructivism frameworks.  Although these views of learning are theoretically separable, 
and their differences distinct, unquestionably sorting instances of knowledge construction 
in one camp or the other appears conceptually arduous.  One difficulty comes from 
distinguishing jointly constructed knowledge from individually constructed knowledge.  
Because knowledge that is socially constructed invariably refers to mental processes, it 
appears to be difficult to distinguish socially constructed knowledge from the knowledge 
individuals construct “in their heads.” In other words, to be understood, socially 
constructed knowledge must be known by an individual.  Therefore, identifying a 
particular learning process as being consistent with only one perspective is conceptually 
difficult. 
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Participants talked about their individual knowledge construction relating to their 
reflection on experiences, implying a cognitive process, even as they acknowledged that 
the group impacted what they ultimately learned.  The relationship between an individual 
learning perspective and a group learning perspective is important because the two 
perspectives can have different impacts on how teaching and learning are understood.  
Perhaps further research will make this task easier.  However, as the following quote 
suggests, at least one group of scholars acknowledged the possibility that both processes 
can occur during the same learning experience: 
We tend to under-emphasize the fact that two kinds of knowledge creation take 
place in any shared learning experience, the ‘individual’ and the ‘social.’ 
Knowledge is created at the social—the level of the group—and the individual 
also creates his or her own understanding by interacting with the group’s shared 
construction. (Gunawardena, Lowe, & Anderson, 1997, p. 409) 
Another area for further study concerns the nature of a specific focus and its 
relationship to dialogue and the knowledge construction process.  Results of this study 
suggest that students may struggle with constructing knowledge absent some central topic 
or concern.  Several participants in this study suggested groups require grounding in 
some topic to achieve dialogue and construct knowledge.  Operationally, a central idea or 
topic was something that students could “come back to” if they found that the 
communicative process was stalled.  Some students perceived that, absent this anchor, 
conversations tended to ramble and thus produce uneven conversational flow.   
 An additional topic for further study is in the area of group dynamics.  Various 
findings from this study have correspondence with results from research concerning 
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group dynamics in psychology and counseling fields.  For example, Levine and Moreland 
(1991) discussed aspects of culture and socialization in work groups.   They argued that a 
work group’s culture should be thought of as the comprehensive thoughts members 
develop relating to each other, their task, and the group as a whole. 
 Green and Stiers (2002) stressed that group therapy participants are very much 
influenced by historical and cultural forces.  They also argued “the language or voice one 
has in a social context determines the reality that is constructed” (p. 238).  This social 
constructionist perspective was particularly important for understanding successes or 
failures in multicultural group therapy settings.  In particular, Green and Stiers argued 
that therapists belonging to privileged groups (e.g. middle-class, white males) need to be 
aware of how they might unintentionally influence the construction process; especially in 
regards to clients who are members of disadvantaged groups.  Some of the results from 
their research have correspondence with themes from this study, such as participation, 
respect, and frustration.  Future research in this area might focus on such problems as the 
effects of uneven participation by members on knowledge construction, the role of 
participation or nonparticipation in trust building, and the effects that different facilitator 
styles have on group process. 
 The results from this qualitative case study should not be misinterpreted as 
universal truths associated with the social construction of knowledge.  The data were 
produced in unique situations under specific circumstances.  Furthermore, the 
conversations and narratives that led to data development were first filtered through the 
communicative abilities of the course participants and the participate-observer.  Future 
studies utilizing similar conversations would obviously be associated with different 
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circumstances.  The results from any future study of conversational activities would 
likely yield a unique set of themes and lead to different results and conclusions. 
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